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Abstract

Since 1979, the Chinese authoritieshave made a sustained effort at introducing
market-orientedreforms and the results have been impressivein terms of growth and poverty
reduction. However, reform of fiscal system has lagged behind. In particular, the system of
intergovernmentalfiscal relations has been unstable, non-transparent,and inequitable. As the
economy moves toward greater market orientation, a rule-based system of intergovernmental
fiscal relations will be essential.
The paper reviews the theory and experienceof multilevelfiscal systemsin various
countriesand makes some suggestionsfor China. Its basic conclusionis that while recognizing
the specificitiesof Chinese conditions, the Chinese authorities cannot but follow some basic
principles of multilevel fiscal systems. Among these are the following. First, international
experiencein countriesbig and small, federaland unitary, indicatesthat the Central Government
must have effective control over the most important sources of tax revenue, not only in termks
of tax law and policy, but also in terms of administration,collection, and allocationof revenue.
Second, taxes shouldnot be looked upon mainlyas providers of revenue;they must also be seen
as tools of policy that, whether intended or not, affect the allocation of resources and their
efficient utilization, interregional and interpersonal distribution, and the level of aggregate
demand. Third, while for the sake of efficiencyand equity most of the major taxes have to be
collectedcentrally, a considerabledegree of decentralizationis required on the expendituresidle
because closeness to the beneficiary helps efficiency. There is thus a need for designing a
system for transferof resources from the center to the localities,but it needs to be done in a way
that is transparent and equitableand gives incentivesto the localities to maximize their efforts
for revenue mobilization. The paper details the practices followedby Japan, India, Canada and
Germany as examples on which China can draw in designing its own system of
intergovemmentalfiscal relations.
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Executive Summary
The Setting
1.
Since 1979 the Chinese authorities have made a sustained effort to move from a
highly centralizedplannedeconomyto a partialy decentralizedsystemthat would combinesome
key features of the market economy and planning within the framework of dominant public
ownership coexisting with other forms of ownership. Among the important characterdistics
of
this reform process are: greater outward orientationin trade and investment;gradual movement
toward market determinationof prices, except for some key commodities;allowing effective
individual control of small units of production in rural and urban areas; and, as a proxy for
privatization,using decentralizationto sectoral agenciesand localitiesfor introducingincentives
and market principles. The reform process has been endogenous, with emphasis on
incorporatingthe Chinese characteristics, and has been guided by the principles of gradualism
and experimentation.
2.
The reform program has, on the whole, been successful. The annualrate of growth
of GDP over the last 12 years of reform has been about 9 percent, which is significantlyhigher
than the rate China experiencedbefore reform and higher than that of other countries that are
either in the process of transition from socialism to markets or in mixed economies under
adjustmentprograms. During this period, the investmentrate has been maintained,on average,
at over 35 percent of GDP and the inflationrate at below 10 percent per year. Naturally there
have been ups and downs over this period, but China -- unlike other socialist countries in
transition -- has managed to avoid a decline in GNP in any year over this period and any
prolonged inflationaryspiral. There was an incipient inflationaryprocess in 1987-88, but the
situationwas brought under control; in 1991, the economyseemedto be poised for a grcowthrate
in the range of 6-7 percent, inflation below 5 percent, and a healthy balance of payments
situation. It is clear that if the past record of good performance is to be maintained, the
momentumof reforms must also be maintained. The Chineseauthoritiesseem to agree withthat
view and indicationsare that they are now preparingto initiatea new wave of reforms, including
price and fiscal reforms. A well functioningfiscal system is essentialif markets are to replace
controls.
Evolution of the Budgetary Process since 1980
3.
It is in the context of the overaUlreforms that this report reviews the issue of
intergovernmentalfiscal relationsin China. Decentralizationof fiscal authority to localitiesand
enterprises was an importantpart of the reform process. Before 1980the Chinesefiscal systern
was characterizedby "centralizedrevenue collectionand centralizedfiscal transfers"; all taxes
and profits were remitted to the Central Governmentand then transferred back to the provinces
accordingto expenditureneeds approved by the center. In 1980a new system of fiscal contract
was introduced, which in China was caled "eating out of separate kitchens." TIhe basic
frameworkof revenue sharingwas to designatethree types of taxes: central fixedrevenue (those
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that accrue to the center), local fixed revenue (those that accrue to the localities), and shared
revenues (thosethat are sharedbetween the center and localitiesaccordingto some broad rules).
The task of definingthe sharing formula, however, has proven difficult, and there have been as
many as three systemstried since 1980. For the 1980-84period, revenuesfrom the sharedtaxes
were allocated to provide 80 percent to the center and the remaining 20 percent to local
governments. In 1985the sharing systemwas redesignedto addressthe problem of surplus and
deficit provinces. The provinces whose local fixed revenue exceeded their expenditureneeds
were required to transfer excess revenue to the Central Government,and the provinces whose
local fixed revenue could not cover their expenditure were permitted to retain a certain
proportion of shared revenue. The system was changed again in 1988. On the basis of
negotiationsconducted with various provinces, six different systems of revenue sharing were
agreed upon. Although the exact formulas differed, the basic principle was to agree on a
contract between center and provinces for sharing the tax revenues, with a view to giving
maximumincentivesto provinces for revenue collectionby allowing them to retain a relatively
high share of marginalrevenues beyond the levels agreed. However, these formulas have not
been strictly adhered to, and many ad hoc adjustmentshave been made over the years.
4.
The system of expenditureresponsibilitiesbetween the center and provinces is not
based on any clear-cut principles of allocation and there is a considerabledegree of overlap in
their expenditure responsibilities. The annual provincial budget is formulatedon the basis of
economicplans prepared by the State Planning Commission(SPC) and the guidelinesprovided
by the CentralMinistryof Finance. Theseguidelinesindicatethe acceptablelevel of expenditure
for a province and take into account historicaltrends, results of the current year's budget so far,
and policy requirements for the next year. The Provincial Bureau of Finance reviews these
guidelines,adjusts the amountsaccordingto local conditions,and may augment expendituresif
more resources are likely to be availableto the province. The two essential requirementsare
that the local budgets must be consistentwith the nationalplan and should not have a deficit.
Withinthese parameters, the Provincial Bureauof Finance conductsits review and consolidation
operations and prepares a budget that is reviewed by a Standing Committeeof the Provincial
People's Congress and later by the Congress itself.
5.
The frameworkof controls in intergovernmentalfiscal relationsin China is typical
for a centrally planned economy;the policy and regulatory controlsare more important than the
process controls that are generally associated with financial management. The control
frameworkis also unique in that it reflects the unitary structure of the Governmentas well as
the guidingphilosophyof unifiedleadershipand decentralizedmanagement. For the important
component of expenditure relating to investment, the final decisions on investment by the
enterprises, sectoral ministries, and localities are made by the State Planning Council on the
basis of proposals made by the decentralizedunits, which in turn are based on the guidelines
provided by the Central Governmentagencies.
6.
In principle the Central Governmentcan exercise tight control over the finances of
the provinces, but in practice there are several factors that reduce the effectivenessof controls.
First, there seems to be a considerabledegree of overlap with regard to the responsibilitiesof
different levels of government. Second, although the framework of control specifies that
provincialbudgets are to be formulatedin accordancewith central guidance, it appears that in
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practice there are several "twilightzones" that encourage bargaining. Finally, the system is
characterizedby the importanceof contractsat all levels rather than by the governanceby rules.
7.
This report does not review the issue of reforming the system of expenditure
responsibilitiesor the system of budgetarycontrols. Instead, it concentrateson a review of the
system of revenue sharing between the center and provinces. The report implicitlyargues that
the proposed system is in principle consistentwith a widely varyingdegree of final expenditure
share between center and provinces.
Consequences of the Present System of RevenueSharing
8.
The Chineseeconomystill consistslargelyof state-ownedenterprises,whichaccount
for about 75 percent of the state revenues. In many key issues such as determination of
investmentprograms, wage policies, and subsidypolicies, the central authoritiesplay a key role.
In this situation, the issue of resource sharing is mainly one of administrativedecentralization,
and some form of contracting between the state and enterprises and between the center and
provincial governmentsis unavoidable. Because of this, the essential delinkingof functions-between the state as tax collector and the state as owner of assets -- has not taken place. The
forms of contract that have been adopted in China in recent years aim at giving mauximum
incentives to the enterprises and provincial governmentsby minimizing the share of revenue
collected over and above the contractedtax amount. Accordingly, the contractsare often fixed
in nominal amounts; even when they allow for growth rates in tax revenues, these rates are
moderate and generally fixed in nominal terms. Analysis has shown that, in principle, this
system has some inherent adverse tendencies in terms of revenue collection and resource
allocation. Among these are the following:
(a)

Direct tax revenue increasestend to be less than proportionatewith respect to GDP
and to be procyclicalrather than actingas an automaticstabilizeras they do in most
market economieswith progressivetax structures.

(b)

The revenue-sharingformula creates an inherent tendencyfor the revenue going to
the center to decLinerelative to local revenue and to GDP.

(c)

The fiscal system is likely to lead to increasingcentral fiscal deficits.

(d)

The decline in the center's share of revenue runs the risk that investment in
infrastructureand other key projects of national significancewill be neglected.

(e)

The fiscal system has alloweda rapid growth of extra-budgetaryfunds that escape
the discipline of review and approval by national authorities and may thus lead to
inefficientresource allocation.

(f)

The revenue-sharingsystem encourages local protectionism and thwarts national
efforts toward industrial restructuringand the creation of an integrated market.

-

(g)
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The revenue-sharing system conflicts with equity objectives, favoring better-off
provinces over poorer ones.

9.
Although the fiscal system suffers from the inherent tendencies noted above, the
bottomlineresults in China in recent years seem to depart significantlyfrom those that could be
expected on the basis of ex ante analysis. For example, over the past three years the revenuesharing system has been in operation, the tax-GDP ratio seems to have stabilized around 18
percent despite some decelerationof GDP growthrate. The center's share of total revenue also
seemsto have increased marginallyrather than to have declinedduring this period. The budget
deficit seem to be less than 2 percent of GDP even after incorporating large subsidies on
consumer goods and to loss-makingenterprises. The problem seemsto be one of of expenditure
rationalization rather than tax mobilization, since the tax-GDP ratio is in line with other
countries at a comparablestage of development. The rate of investmentincluding investment
in infrastructure, seems to have increased during the past three years. The growth of extrabudgetary funds has indeed been rapid, but it is difficult to demonstrate that this is not a
desirableform of decentralization. Similarly,local protectionism,although a serious problem,
can be only partially corrected through the fiscal systemand is more closelyconnectedwith the
overall system of interregionaltrade rules and enterprise reforms. Finally, the figures on per
capita Governmentexpenditure among the provinces show no correlation between per capita
expenditure and per capita revenue generation.
10.
These results may be partly due to inadequaciesof theoreticalanalysis to capture
all the complexities of the fiscal system. However, it seems that the main reason why the
inherent weaknessesof the fiscal system are not revealed in the bottomline figures is that the
rules are not implementedrigidly. Various ad hoc adjustmentsare made whenever considered
appropriateby the central and provincialauthorities. It appears that despitedecentralization,the
central authorities -- the governmental and party apparatus -- do have substantial control over

the credit and fiscal systemof the country, particularlywhen there is consensusat the top of the
hierarchy. However, although the productis not unimpressive,there are seriousproblems with
the process. The fiscal system that is developinghas been somewhatunstable and is widely
regarded as having elementsof inefficiencyand inequity. This process-relatedproblems may,
over the long term, hurt the performanceof the economy,and the Chineseauthoritiesare rightly
concerned about reforming the fiscal system.
11.
The Governmenthas started an experimentin tax assignmentin two provinces and
in six cities, and it is interested in designing an appropriate nationwide system of revenue
sharing between different levels of governmentto be implementedduring the Ninth Five-Year
Plan (1996-2000).
Anal]tical Issues. Case Studies. and Suggestions for Reform
12.
The report reviews the analytical literature as well as the experience of several
countriesin the matter of intergovernmentalfiscal relationsand makes some suggestionsfor the
Chineseauthorities to consider. These suggestionsrelate to long-term perspectives as well as
to some transitionalarrangements. The report concludesthat there are some serious flaws in
the design of the experiments launched by the Chinese authorities for reforming
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intergovemmental fiscal relations, and it proposes a long-term system of revenue sharing
between the center and provinces, as well as an alternativeapproach to an experimentalphase.
13.
While recognizing the specificitiesof Chinese conditions, the Chinese authorities
cannot but follow some basic principlesof multilevelfiscal systems. Three importantpostulates
need to be emphasized. First, internationalexperiencein countries big and small, fedeial and
unitary, indicates that the Central Government must have effective control over the most
important sources of tax revenue, not only in terms of tax law and policy, but also in terms of
administration,collection, and allocationof revenue. Second, taxes shouldnot be looked upon
mainly as providers of revenue; they must also be seen as tools of policy that, whetherintended
or not, affect the allocation of resources and their efficient utilization, interregional and
interpersonal distribution, and the level of aggregate demand. Third, "marketization" of
enterprises cannot be achieved by administrativedecentralizationalone; for efficient resource
allocation, hard budget constraints on enterprises are essential, and the enterprises must be
brought under a rule-based tax system.
14.
A basic problem in multilevelfiscal systems arises from the fact that, for the sake
of efficiency and equity, most of the major taxes have to be collected centrally; on the
expenditure side, in contrast, closeness to the beneficiary helps efficiency and may require a
considerabledegree of decentralization. There is thus a need for designing a system for the
transfer of resources from the center to the localities, but it needs to be done in a way that is
transparent and equitable and gives incentives to the localities to maximize their effolts for
revenue mobilization. The system should also minimize overlapping in expenditure
responsibilities.
15.
The major considerationsto be kept in view in structuringintergovernmentalfiscal
relations are as follows. First, the revenue flows to the different levels of governmentmust be
adequateto enable them to fulfilltheir expenditureresponsibilities,given the desired size of the
total public sector. Second, the Central Government's capacityto pursue effectivelypolicies of
macroeconomicmanagementmust be ensured. Third, the system must be conducive to the
efficient use of resources in the economy and must promote fiscal discipline. Fourth, while
allowing for local autonomyand promotinginitiative at the local level, it must be possiblefor
the center to effect transfers to the poorer regions so as to reduce interregional disparities;i.e.
the center must have some surplus of revenues over its own expenditureneeds. Fifth, in the
division of tax resources among the provincialgovernments,weights must be assigned to both
autonomyand incentiveat the provinciallevel as well as to interregionalequity. There are four
alternativewaysin whichtax revenuescan be apportionedamongdifferentlevels of government:
(a)

The center levies and collects all the revenues and gives a portion of the revenues
to provincial governmentsas grants.

(b)

The center levies and collectsall taxes but shares the proceeds of some or all taxes
with the provinces on the basis of a formula or a set of formulas;
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(c)

The center levies and collects most of the more important taxes, but the provinces
have autonomyto levy and collectother taxes; in addition,the provinces get a share
of one or more central taxes and/or receive grants from the center.

(d)

The center and the provinces enjoy more or less concurrent tax powers, so that the
provinces can raise on their own most of the revenues they need; they may,
however, also receive some grants from the center.

In practice the models may be modified(e.g., insteadof sharingthe proceedsof a tax, the center
might share the base of a given tax with the provinces); again, there could be a mixing of the
elements of the different models (generally, the provinces or local governmentsare allowed to
levy and collect some taxes). In choosingamong the models or in selecting elements from the
models to build a mixed system, the major considerationsset forth earlier must be applied.
However, since center-provincialrelations will ultimately have to be based on a political
consensus, in practice the various criteria such as equity, efficiency, and scope for autonomous
action of the provincialgovernmentswill have to be balanced against one another. Also, since
taxes are involved, administrativeconsiderationsand the costs of compliancehave to be given
a high weight. If the autonomyof the provinces or states is given very high weight, the fourth
model -- of concurrent tax powers -- will be chosen. It is the system that might be favored in
a federation with a pronounced accent on the decentralizationof power. Apart from its
nonapplicabilityto a unitarycountry such as China, experiencehas shown that it is also a messy
system, with overlappingtax powers, high cost of compliance,and potentialconflictamong the
provinces regarding the right to tax on the basis of residence versus origin. Some of the
important taxes are not capable of being efficiently levied and collected by subnational
governments.
16.

The basic principles of assignmentof tax powers suggestthe following:
(a)

Taxes with procyclicaltrends shouldbe assignedto the Central Govemment

(b)

Taxes that are to be levied on a progressivebasis, such as income taxes, shouldbe
levied and collected by the center.

(c)

Taxes on production, such as excises on manufacturesand the value-added tax
(VAT), should be assigned to the center.

(d)

Taxes with bases that are unequally distributed among the provinces should be
assigned to the center (for example, taxes on natural resources).

(e)

Taxes on internationaltrade should be assigned to the center.

17.
Once these principles are accepted, it is clear that the center would be raising the
major part of the taxes, leaving small taxes (such as taxes on immobilelocalized bases, taxes
on consumption, and user charges) to the localities. The inherent strength of these principles
is indicatedby the review, made in the Appendixto the report, of the experiences of Germany,
Canada, India, and Japan. Despite historicaldifferences,differencesin size, and governmental
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diversities in these countries -- and despite differentstarting points -- most of them have ended
up with the center collectingall the major taxes includingincome tax and VAT. It is clear that
a systemof concurrent taxes should be avoided. Among modem federations,only Switzerland
and the United States (and to some extent, Canada) continue to operate systems based on
concurrent tax powers. In the United States, however, over time the most important tax, has
become predominantlya federal tax: the yield of the federal tax on individualincom,esand
corporate profits far outweighsthe yield of the state income taxes. Effectively,a separation in
the use of tax powers has come into existence,with the U.S. Governmentrelying predominantly
on income taxationand the states on sales taxes, although concurrenttax powers are being used,
resulting in complicationsand inefficiency.
18.
The total revenue could, of course, be shared between the center and provinces at
differentrates. The share of the tax pool going to the center can be different for different:taxes,
and the principles of distributionof the total pool among provinces can give different wveights
to collection, population, and other needs. The main report and the Appendixreview in some
detail how these principles have been effectively implementedin different ways in thie four
countries considered. The analysis also suggests a formula for illustrativepurposes based on
central authorities' judgment regarding an appropriate sharing of revenue between center and
provinces. The formula for tax sharing would need to be supplementedby some formula for
grants, of which there are many working examplesin differentcountries.
19.
The reforms suggestedcannot of course be introduced in isolation or overnight.
They have to go hand in hand with reforms in pricing and enterprises. The report also accepts
the advisability-- in fact, the superiority-- of the gradualand experimentalapproach to :reform
that has been adopted by the Chinese authorities. However, the experiments in tax :reform
started in certain provinces seem to have some intrinsicproblems. Tax-sharingformulasare by
their nature national in character, and effective experimentationin this area is not possiblefor
selected provinces. An alternative is to experiment with certain types of taxes at the national
level, rather than with all taxes at the regional level. In this context, it is also important to
emphasize that the transitional arrangementsshould not conflict with the long-term objective.
As such, it is probably a mistaketo assign the income tax to provinces, even in an experi,mental
stage, as seems to have been done by the Chinese authorities. Rather, the income tax could be
selected for experimental collection by the center, with a certain percentage distributed to
provinces in accordance with an agreed formula.
20.
Reform in center-local fiscal relations should become a part of the new wave of
reforms that seems to be beginningin China. These fiscal reforms can reinforce, and also be
strengthenedby, other reforms.
21.
Introduction of any such reforms can only follow a process of consensusbuilding
undertakenwith the provincialauthorities. There is a need for agreementon principlesaLswell
as on the parametersfor resource distribution. The provincialauthoritiesmust be convincedthat
their expenditurecapacitieswill not be unduly adverselyaffectedby surrenderingsome of their
authority to collect revenue. There has to be an agreement on the basic expenditure
responsibilitiesof the local govemmentsbefore a revenue sharing formula can be implemented.
It may also be possible to apply revenue sharing formula initially to incremental revenue only
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leaving the distribution pattern of base year revenue unchanged. Detailed statistics on tax
collection and expendituresat different levels are needed so that simulationexercises can be
made showing the implicationsof various sharing formulas for central and local finance. A
seminar involvingChinese authorities(both central and provincial)and internationalexperts on
the subject would be helpful for building consensusabout the principles of resource sharing.
This could be followed up by the simulationexercises illustrating the implications of various
revenue sharing formulas, which also would help in consensusbuilding and eventualagreement
at the political level. The process could be completedwithin the Eight Five-Year Plan (199196), as envisagedby the Chinese authorities.

I. THE SETTING

1.1
The search for the correct balancebetweencentralizationand decentralizationis one
of those endeavorsin human societies where there is no once-and-for-allsolution. The search
is ongoing: periods of tilt in one direction need to be compensatedfor; a tilt in the other
direction again creates the need for correction. Chinese society has been going through such
phases for centuries. Similar cycles have been repeated in recent years since 1949, and they
have been analyzed in several documentson recent Chinesehistory.
1.2
Since 1979 a sustainedeffort has been under way to introduce a system comnbining
market and plan within the context of dominantpublic ownership. There are now questionsin
many quarters of China about whether the process of decentralizationhas gone too far in the
area of fiscal and financial management. It is evident that the issue of central-localresource
sharing is an intenselypolitical one, and over the years the Chinese authoritieswould have to
bring about a greater degree of transparencyin the whole range of center-provincerelations.
However, this report focuses on the narrower issue of the fiscal responsibilitiesof the ceniterand
in the provinces,while acknowledgingthat center-provincerelationsinvolve broader issues that
cannot be solved through fiscal policy alone. It examines critically the prevailing notions on
center-provincefiscal relations and makes suggestionsfor the future.
1.3
A review of the system of fiscal reforms must be done in the context of overall
reform programs and their macroeconomicconsequences. The reform program was iniliatedin
late 1978. Althoughthere have been many changesin the content of the reform programs, the
basic objective is to find a mixture of plan and market that could deliver growth with stability
and equity. Among the important characteristicsof the reform are: allowingeffectivein,dividual
control (and ownership) of small units in rural and urban areas; greater outward orientation in
trade and investment; moving toward market determination of prices, except for some key
prices; and using decentralizationto sectoral agenciesand localitiesas a proxy for privatization
for introducing incentives and marketization. The reform process has been endogenous and
guided by the principles of gradualismand experimentation.
1.4
This process of reform has, on the whole, been successful. The annual rate of
growth of GDP over the past 12 years of reform has been about 8.8 percent, which is
significantlyhigher than the rate China experiencedbefore reform and higher than that of other
countries either in the process of transition from socialism to markets or in mixed economies
under adjustmentprograms. Naturally, there have been ups and downs in the growth rate, but
even the most severe recent downturn in 1989 was associated with a growth rate of 4 percent.
During this period, the investmentrate has been maintainedon average at over 35 percent of
GDP; the investmentrate in infrastructureand key industries has also been maintainedat a high
rate (Table 1.1).
1.5
The managementof macroeconomicbalance has, however, proven more difficult.
Since 1978 China has experiencedthree episodesof macroeconomicinstability. Followingeach
period of acceleratedreform (as in 1979, 1984and 1986), there were increasedbudget deficits,
rapidly accelerated growth rates of money and credit, and the emergence of external trade
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inflation, and the inflation rates in the first two episodesof instabilitywere in the singledigits.
The budget and balance of paymentsdeficitswere also at moderateand manageablelevels. The
rates of inflation in 1979 and 1984 were high by past Chinese standardsbut not unusuaLin the
best of cases of adjustmentand relative price reform. The episodeof inflation in 1987-58was
more serious, with inflation rates touching 20 percent, a rapid increase in imports, and
deterioration in the foreign exchange position. In 1989 and 1990, however, the Central
Governmentmanagedto regain control of the macroeconomicsituation. Inflation in 1990 was
moderate, at the 3 percent level, and the balance of payments showed a surplus, leading to a
comfortablereserve position. The rate of growth of overall credit and money supplyhas been
rapid, but the inflation rate is still moderate (Table I. 1).
1.6
The record of the reform era is also creditable with respect to regional income
distribution. For a country of China's size and diversity, it is natural to expect some significant
differencesin income levels among provinces. During the Maoist era, despite socialistrhetoric
on equality, income differencesamong provinces appear to have increased. During the reforn
era, the growth rates of special economic zones and coastal provinces seem to have accelerated
much faster than those of other provinces. There are many contrasting examples such as the
spectacular growth of Guangdong, a coastal province, and the relatively slow growth of
neighboringHunan province. There are manypocketsof poverty, and in some cases the relative
position of the poor and of some poor provincesis getting worse. Yet it is impressivethat, for
the country as a whole and by overall measures of inequality, provincial income differences
seem to have narrowed rather than increased during the reform period. However, the outlook
for the 1990s is one of increasing inequalitiesof income amongstprovinces.
1.7
It is in this context of overall reform that the reforms in the fiscal system have to
be seen. The record of performancelends credibilityto the Chineseprocess of reform, which
emphasizesexperimentationand gradualism. However, if the past record of good perfonnance
is to be maintained, the momentumof reforms must be maintained. The Chinese authorities
fully recognize this point and in fact seem to be in the process of initiating a new wave of
reforms. Recently, there have been adjustmentsin the exchangerate and in the prices of some
key commodities, as well as social security and housing reforms -- all geared to facilitate
effective enterprise reform. A well functioningfiscal system is necessary if markets are to
replace controls and the Governmenthas already initiatedreforms in this area.
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Table .1:
Item

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

7.6

7.7

4.5

8.7

10.1

14.5

13.0

8.4

11.2

11.2

4.6

5.6

7.0

9.7
26.3

24.1
29.1

19.7
14.5

13.1
10.9

19.2
20.7

42.4
49.4
31.1

17.1
24.7
22.1

29.3
23.3
33.9

24.2
19.4
21.5

20.9
46.7
20.7

18.4
9.8
18.3

28.0
12.8
24.1

26.4
20.4
25.0

2.0

6.0

2.4

1.9

1.5

2.8

8.8

6.0

7.3

18.5

17.8

2.1

2.9

34.9
25.3

32.2
24.0

29.2
20.1

29.7
23.7

30.4
24.7

32.3
26.4

40.5
29.7

40.8
31.1

39.3
32.1

39.5
32.0

38.4
25.9

36.6
25.1

35.7
26.7

0.0

0.3

1.1

2.4

1.6

1.0

-3.9

-2.8

0.0

-1.0

-1.1

3.2

3.3

-5.2
30.8
21.6
15.2

-3.3
28.7
22.2
10.6

-1.2
28.4
22.4
7.8

-1.4
26.4
21.8
6.8

-1.7
26.5
21.8
7.3

-1.5
25.3
19.8
8.0

-0.5
25.6
19.6
7.5

-1.9
23.2
19.4
7.8

-2.2
20.5
18.3
6.7

-2.4
18.4
16.9
5.4

-2.4
18.5
18.1
4.7

-2.1
17.2
17.4
4.6

-2.5

1. Growth rates (percent per year)
Real GDP
Money and quasi-money (M2)
Of which: Currency
Net domestic assets

Retailprice index

11.Ratiosto Current GDP (percentages)
INVESTMENT-GDP RATIOS (current prices)
GDUGDP
Fixed Investment/GDP
Current account balance to GDP
(after off. grants)
FISCAL RATIOS
Budget deficit
Tax revenue
Current expenditure
Capital expenditure

Source: China Statistical Yearbooks

16.9
4.2

II. EVOLUTIONOF THE BUDGETARY
PROCESSSINCE1980

2.1
As a part of overall economic reform efforts, the fiscal system has been going
through a process of decentralization. Before 1980,the Chinese fiscal systemwas characterized
by "centralizedrevenue collectionand centralizedfiscal transfers": all taxes and profits were
remitted to the Central Governmentand then transferredback to the provinces according to
expenditure needs approved by the center. In 1980 a new system of fiscal contract was
introduced, which in China was called "eating out of separate kitchens." The exact
arrangements for expenditure and revenue allocations between the center and provinces have
been experimental. The frameworkfor revenue sharing has been particularlyunstable, with as
many as three systems tried since 1980.
Revenue-Sharing Framework
2.2
The basic framework of revenue sharing is provided by a system that designates
three types of taxes: central fixed revenue (those that accrue to the center), local fixed revenue
(those that accrue to the localities), and shared revenues (those that are shared between the
center and localities accordingto some broad rules). The taxes in each category were changed
in 1980, 1985, and 1988;Tables SA.1-SA.3 showthe situationfor these three years (Table SA.3
updates 1988-90data for 1991). The task of defining the sharing formula has proven difficult.
For the 1980-84period, revenues from the shared taxes were allocatedto provide 80 percent to
the center and the remaining20 percent to local governments. This created a lack of incentive
for local governments to collect the shared revenues effectivelyand undesirable surpluses and
deficits for particular provinces as a result of the uniform sharing formula. In 1985 the sharing
system was redesigned to address the problem of surplus and deficit provinces. The provinces
whose local fixed revenue exceeded their expenditureneeds (surplusprovinces) were required
to transfer excess revenue to the Central Government. Those provinces whose local fixed
revenue could not cover their expenditures were permitted to retain a certain proportion of
shared revenue. If the local fixed revenue and the shared revenue could not meet their
expenditure needs, the deficit provinces would receive a fixed transfer from the Central
Government. This system was good for meetingthe expenditureneeds of differentprovinces,
but it still did not create incentivesfor provinces to mount resource mobilizationefforts.
2.3
The system introduced in 1988, for a three-year period, was intended to increase
the incentivefor revenue collectionby the provinces. Negotiationswere conductedwith various
provinces to design a system best-suited to their circumstances. As a result, six systems
emerged (Types A-F in Table SA.3). For 16 deficit provinces, transferswere fixed in nominal
amounts, so that any additionalefforts for revenue mobilizationand expendituresavings would
accrue to them (Type F). For three provinces -- Shanghai,Shandong,and Heilongjiang(whose
transfers to the center were regarded as a relatively high proportion of their total revenue) -transfers to the center were fixed in nominal terms, so as to give them the full benefit of
additionalresource mobilizationfor sharedtaxes (TypeE). For two provinces, Guangdongand
Hunan, where the center's share in the revenue was small, a high rate of growth of revenue to
the center was provided but was also fixed in nominal terms, thus leaving to the provinces all
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of sharing at certain percentages, either uniform or variable, was retained (Types B and C)
though for two of them the marginal rate of remittancewas higher than the average. For ten
provinces, the formula was a mixture of the above two systems: a fixed rate of sharing up to a
certain rate of growth of revenue, and 100 percent retention by the province of any revenue
above the specifiedgrowth rate C(ypeA).
2.4
The basicobjectivein designingthe revenue-sharingformulaswas to create incentive
for the provinces to maximizeresource mobilization. However, these formulas have not been
strictly adhered to. In 1990, for example, Hunan Province gave the center much less hn the
stipulated revenue on the ground that centrally mandatedagriculturalprice, subsidy price, and
wage policies have created expenditurepressures on provincial budgets that did not enable the
provinces to fulfilltheir contracts. In contrast, GuangdongProvince, which was doing well, was
"forced" by the center to give transfers larger than stipulated,in part by transfer of ownership
of some "state-owned"enterprises from province to the center. Moreover, the center continues
to exert a crucial role in resource allocationthrough its control of the mechanismfor expenditure
allocation.
2.5
The Central Governmenthas a very small tax collectionmachineryof its own; taxes
are mostly collectedby local authorities. The amount of tax passed on to the center consists of
two parts: first the part accruing to the center directly and the second, accruing to the center
as part of the revenue sharing agreement. The exact figures on these taxes by type and accrual
have not yet been rovided. The available figures presented in Table 1.1 suggest that in 1990
localitiestransferred about 50 billion yuan to the center (about half of the tax revenue accruing
directly to the center) which was more than offset by the 60 billion yuan transferred from the
center to the localities.
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China:

Revenue

Tax
Bonds
Construction/Energy
Tax
Other
Ent. Revenue
Ent. Losses
Regulatory Fund
Exchanae

Memo

item:

Source:

Local
Amount
% Share

307.2

117.2

38.2

190.0

61.8

299.9
17.0

86.2
17.0

28.7
100.0

213.7
0.0

71.3
0.0

17.3
12.4
3.2
(27.1)
8.2

80.5
72.3
65.2
41.2
65.2

4.2
4.7
1.7
(38.7)
4.4

19.5
27.3
34.8
58.8
35.2

21.5
17.2
4.9
(65.8)
12.5

Loans

TOTAL

6.4

16.4

100.0

0.0

323.7

133.7

41.3

190.0

Transfers
from Localities to Center
from Center to Localities

Ministry

of Finance,

Framework for Eenditure

1990

Central
Amount
% Share

Total

Domeati&

Forelan

Center-Local Shares in Revenue.
(Yuan billion)

Government

0
58.7

48.2
59.6

of China

Control

2.6
The state budget is divided into two parts, central and local. The central budget
includes the unit budgets of all central departmentsand the financial budgets of key enterprises
under the direct control of the Central Government. The local budget includes the provincial,
county, and municipalbudgets. The respectiveexpenditureresponsibilities,insofar as they are
limited to the budget, are the following. Central expenditure responsibilitiesinclude capital
construction and funds for upgrading central enterprises and outlays on their new product
development;nationaldefense, foreignaid and externalrelations;agriculture, forestry,and water
conservation at the central level; industrial, transportation, and commercial operations;
education, culture, health and social services; outlays on centrally obligated price subsidies;
geologicalsurveys; and financingof public debt. Local expenditureresponsibilitiesincludebasic
construction and technical improvement of locally owned enterprises and their new product
development;rural production assistanceand agricultural developmentand water conservation
at the local level; urban maintenanceand construction; education, health, culture, and social
services; social welfare and pensions; administrative expenditures; and a range of price
subsidies.
2.7
As noted above, under the system that came into effect in 1980, and later in terms
of the contractbudget systemin operationduring 1988-90, 16 provinces that cannotbalancetheir
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local governmentlevels receive special subsidiesto cover expendituresfor natural disasterrelief
and outlays for the developmentof backward areas. Further, local governmentsalso receive
settlementsubsidiesat the end of the year to compensatefor slippageswhen the actual budgetary
outcome differs from estimates, and when such slippages are attributable to changes in
ownership of local enterprises between center and provinces. The Central Government is
empoweredto borrow both internally and externally, whereas local budgets are expected to be
in balance, local governmentsand cannotborrow locally to finance any part of their budgetary
operations.
Budget Formulation and Implementationin the Provinces
The annual provincial budget is formulated on the basis of the economic plans
2.8
prepared by the State Planning Commission(SPC) and the guidelinesprovided by the Central
Ministry of Finance. These guidelines indicate the acceptable level of expenditure for the
province and take into account historicaltrends, results of the current year's budget so far, and
policy requirements for the next year. The Provincial Bureau of Finance reviews these
guidelines,adjusts the amounts accordingto local conditions,and may augmentexpendituresif
more resources are likely to be available to the province. The two essentialrequirementsare
that the local budgets must be consistentwith the national plan and should not have a deficit.
Within these parameters, the ProvincialBureau of Finance conductsits review and consolidation
operations and prepares a budget that is reviewed by a Standing Committeeof the Provincial
People's Congress and later by the Congressitself.
During budget implementation,the Bureau of Finance in Central Governmentis
2.9
responsible for the release and management of funds. Funds for outlays other than basic
constructionand technicalimprovementof enterprises (includingnew product development)-categories equivalent, in a broad sense, to capital outlays -- are released on a monthlybasis.
For outlays on basic constructionand technicalimprovementand similar categories, funds are
released in relation to the actual progress of work in specifiedprojects and with reference to the
availability of resources. To the extent that there are revenue shortfalls, the burden of
adjustment falls on outlays on these two categories. The Bureau of Finance is responsible for
monitoringbudget transactionsand for review of the monthly, quarterly, and annual accounts
before they are sent to the Central Ministry of Finance. The Provincial Finance Bureaus also
hold regular meetingswith other officials at the county and townshiplevels to review progress
in the implementationof the budget.
2.10
The framework of controls in intergovernmentalfiscal relations in China is typical
for a centrally planned economy; policy and regulatory controls are more important than the
process controls that are generally associated with financial management. The control
franework is also unique in that it reflects the unitary structure of the Governmentas well as
its guidingphilosophyof unified leadershipand decentralizedmanagement. By the sametoken,
the control framework is also different from what is found in several federal-type systems in
which central governments tend to exercise controls that are directly related, and frequently
proportional, to the amountsof money transferred from central to provincial or state (as they
are called in some cases) governments.
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An important segment of expendituresrelates to investment. Investmentplanning
in China has four components: (a) the "capital constructionplan" in the state sector; (b) the
"technologypromotion plan" in the state sector; (c) fixed investment in the whole economy
(includingcollectiveand individualsectors); and (d) commercialhousinginvestment. The basic
principles guidinginvestmentdecisionare two: (i) achievingbalances -- betweenproductionand
consumption,between agriculture and industry, between heavy and light industry, and between
the coastal and inland provinces, and (ii) key national projects whose justificationlies in their
impact on other sectors and on the economyas a whole.
2.12
The procedure for investment planning can be summarized as "two ups and two
downs." The steps are as follows:
(a)

Guided by the state's general investmentprinciples, the production ministries and
localities initiate and submit to the SPC (State Planning Commission)investment
projects in capital construction, technology innovation in the state sector, and
investmentin other sectors.

(b)

The SPC reviews existing and new projects and decides on the level of investment
and sources of financing in consultationwith the Ministry of Finance, the Central
Bank, and the sectoral ministries concerned with raw material production. With
initial approval from the State Council, the SPC delivers to the sectoral ministries
and localities the key investment control figures in investment levels in different
ministries and regions, investmentin large and medium projects, and investment
levels in construction, technologyinnovationand other categories of investment.

(c)

On the basis of the investmentcontrol figures, the sectoral ministries and localities
propose "formal investmentplans" and submit them to the SPC.

(d)

Finally, the SPC makes an overall balance in the national investmentplan on the
basis of local investmentplans and submitsit to the People's Congressfor approval.

2.13
The SPC thus exerts strong control over project approval. Accordingto the current
regulations, all "production" investmentprojects above a certain limit, no matter what their
sourcesof finance, shouldbe approvedby the SPC and/or the State Council. The SPC approves
investmentprojects above 130 million (for energy, transportation, and raw materials, the limit
is Y50 million). For projects above 1200 million, the State Council's approval is required.
Projects below Yl million can be approved by the administrative unit designated by the
provincial governments; projects between Yl million and Y10 million are approved by the
provincial governments; those between 110 million and Y30 million can be approved by the
provincialgovernment, but all files relating to the project shouldbe submittedto the SPC after
provincialapproval.
2.14
The process of investment allocation and approval is an important part of
intergovernmentalresource sharing. First, because a substantialpart of investmentoutlays is,
as noted previously, in the central sector, the location of projects, given their possible benefits
to the local economy, becomes a matter of importance. Provinces tend to vie with each other
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to gamer greater share of these outlays. Also, given the magnitudeof the outlays, they tbecome
an important instrumentfor redressing interprovincialeconomicdisparities. Second, the terms
and conditions of the loans re-lent by the Central Governmentacquire some importamcein
relation to the financial capacity of the province. These loans are, however, of recent origin,
and their full impact on provincial finances may not be felt for some time to come.
Issues of control
2.15
In principle, there are a number of controls exercised by the Central Government
over the finances of the provinces, and therefore the center has the ability to pursue and
implementappropriatemacroeconomicpolicies. In practice, however, there are several factors
that would appear to have reduced the effectivenessof controls.
2.16
First, although the enumeration of tasks and responsibilities of the provincial
governmentsmay give the impressionof a neat and precise division of labor, in practice there
seems to be a considerabledegree of overlap. Each level appears to be engaged in all types of
economic activity. A more organizedfiscal relationshipbetween the center and the provinces
should show the areas that are the exclusive reserve of the two levels, the areas where both
levels of govemments have a role, and the areas where provinces would function as
implementationagents of the Central Government. Pending such a specification,experience
illustrates that there have been differentperceptions(hencedifferent degrees)of involvementin
various activities, with consequentialimpact on resources and expenditures. These clifferent
perceptions may also have contributedto the pre-eminenceof bargaining in intergovernmental
fiscal management.
2.17
Second, althoughthe frameworkof controls specifiesthat provincialbudgets are to
be formulatedin accordancewith central guidance, in practice it appears that there are several
"twilight zones" that encourage bargaining. The guidance is general and is based on the
accounts of a previous base year; as such it may not fully reflect the needs of each province.
The absence of data on the level of services to be provided by provinces, and on regional
differencesin costs, exacerbatestheseissues. In addition,previousexperiencealso indicatesthat
the avoidanceof deficits is not enforceable. In fact, many provinces may have been inicurring
deficits in the form of accumulatedarrears. In regard to investmentprojects, the provinceshave
a good deal of freedom to shift outlays from one project to another. Hence, although the
Central Governmentnominallyhas powers (under the aegis of the SPC) to impose embargoes
or physical limitationson projects, these powers representan ultimatestep that, while reflecting
the failure of policy, would not appear to have any restraining effect on the provinces. All this
may have been rendered possiblebecause of the very limited role that the Central Government
plays in the budget implementationphase. Its role is confined,by and large, to the consolidation
of accounts submittedby the ProvincialFinance Bureaus for onward submissionto the People's
Congress.
2.18
Third, the process permits the dominanceof contracts, rather than the governance
by rules appropriatefor a market environment. Admittedly,not every procedural aspect can be
specified by law, but there is clear need for a comprehensiveframework of rules. In the
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existingsystem, there are at least four pointswhere bargainingis specificallyindicated:(a) the
determinationof additional contributionsto the center, (b) transfers to the provinces to meet
additional expenditure requirements stemming from natural calamities and related factors,
(c) credit from the banldng sector, and (d) the determinationof quotasfor the subscriptionof
state bonds. These aspects have crucial impact on intergovernmentalfiscalrelationsin thatthey
determine the budgetary outcomeof the national budget.
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m1. CONSEOUENCES
OF THE PRESENTlNTERGOVERNMENTAL
FISCALSYSTEM
3.1
In analyzing the nature and consequencesof the tax and revenue-sharingsystem, it
is important to view the system in the context of the special characteristics of the Chinese
economy. The Chineseeconomystill consistslargely of state-ownedenterprises, which account
for about 75 percent of state revenues. As noted in Chapter II, the investment programs of
state-ownedenterprises are largely a part of a centrally approvedprogram. Many of the major
items of expenditure of the state-ownedenterprises, such as wages, are also largely determined
by central policies. In this situation, an essentialdelinkingof functions -- between the state as
tax collector and the state as an owner -- has not taken place. Once the investmentprogram for
an enterprise is approved, it is not critical for the managerswhether the funds are from profits
or from some other state resources. In this case, some form of contracting between the state
and enterprises is unavoidable, and the usual role of taxation as an allocator of resources is
changed. The issue then becomes one of administrative decentralization. The purpose of
introducing a "tax system" at this stage may thus be seen as preparation for the future, when
enterprise reform in the true sense might take place. For the time being, the tax system has its
usual meaning only for private and collective enterprises and for foreign enterprises, and for
three categoriesthe systemis applied in the usual fashion. This chapter discusses some of the
adverse inherent tendenciesof the present system of taxation and revenue sharing as it applies
to the state-ownedenterprises. It goes on to note how many of these inherent tendenciesare
muffled in practice because of ad hoc departures from the system, and what the costs of such
arbitrariness are.
Adverse Tendencies:

Ex Ante

3.2
Analystsin and outside China have noted that, to the extentthat the tax and revenuesharing system is implemented,it would have several adverseconsequencesfor macroeconomic
stability, efficiency, and equity. Some of these arguments elaborated in various documents,
includingthose by the Bank and the IMF, are noted below.
(a)
The fiscal system has an inherent tendency for the tax generation
with respect to GDP and to be procyclical.

to be inelastic

3.3
As in the case of revenue sharing between the center and provinces, tax collection
betweenthe state and enterprisesis largely governedby contracts, not only for incometaxes but
also often for indirect taxes. These contracts are sometimes fixed in nominal amounts;
sometimesthey allow for certain moderategrowth rates of tax revenues, again in nominalterms.
The objectiveof this approachwas to create an incentivefor enterprisesto increase their profits
by making marginal tax rates low or zero. In an economy that is growing rapidly, this will
mean that tax revenue is not growing as fast as income;i.e. an inelastic tax system. Mioreover,
the system will introduce a procyclicalelement in tax generation: when income growth slows
down or becomes negative, the tax-GDP ratio will increase; when it accelerates, the tax-GDP
ratio will decline. This is exactly the opposite of what happens in normal market economies,
where the tax system generally works as an automatic stabilizer. In these economies,because
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of the progressivityof the tax structure, when income growthaccelerates, the Governmentgets
a larger share of income in the form of tax revenue, which reduces the expenditure capacityof
the public and thus contributes to slowing down aggregate expenditure and income in the
economy. When an economic slowdownoccurs, the reverse ensues.
(b)

The fiscal system is likely to lead to increasingfiscal deficits.

3.4
If the tendency noted in (a) above operates, the tax-GDP ratio will decline over
time. However,governmentexpenditureis likely to increase in line with GDP, particularlywith
the increasing fiscalizationof social expendituressuchas social security. There would therefore
be a danger of increasing fiscal deficits over time.
(c) Given the revenue-sharingfornula, revenue to the center is likely to decline
relative to local revenueand GDP.
3.5
As noted in Table SA.3 for some of the major contributorsto central revenue, tax
contribution to the center is fixed in nominal terms for three years. On the reasonable
assumptionof some growth in taxes accruing to the provinces, the center's share will go down
in these cases. For other provinces, the marginal share of contributionto the center is lower
than the average, and, for growth of revenue above a certain moderate rate, all revenues are
retained by the provinces. This situationis also likely to lead to a fall in the center's share of
revenue. An illustrative calculation-- made by the mission on the assumption of 10 percent
growth in shared revenues -- shows an unambiguousdecline in the center's share if the contract
sharing formulas are adhered to (Tables SA.9).
(d) The decline in the center's share of revenue is likely to lead to a decline in
investmentin infrastructureand in other key projects of national significance.
For many large projects in infrastructureand key industries, investmentsare likely
3.6
to be undertaken only by the center, in part because the resources required for these projects
may be beyond the capacityof individualprovincesand partly because the benefits of many such
projects will not accrue only to the individualprovinces. Therefore, if the center's share of tax
revenues goes down and the center has to maintain its essential current expenditure,it is these
key investmentprojects that are likely to suffer. This wil be particularly unfortunatebecause
the task of building adequate infrastructure is already a serious constraint on the Chinese
economy.
(e) Thetax system has alloweda rapid growthof extra-budgetaryfunds that escape
the disciplineof review and approval by the national authorities and that may thus lead to
inefficient resource allocation.
3.7
The rapid growthof extra-budgetaryrevenueshas been a particularlystrikingfeature
of the tax reform system during the 198Os. By 1990, the size of such revenues nearly equals
that of state revenue. They accrue mostly to state-ownedenterprises and their supervisory
agencies. However, various other government departments -- at all levels -- also impose various

"levies" without any legislative authorization and use various arbitrary techniques for the
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realization of these levies. Such levies are totally contrary to all principles of sound fiscal
management. Not only do they have unwarrantedand unknowneffects on enterprise behavior,
they may also create temptationsfor unproductive use of resources by public authoriiLesat
various levels.
(f) The revenue-sharingsystem encourages local protectionism and thwarts the
national efforts toward industrialrestructuringand creation of an integratedmarket.
3.8
In the current revenue-sharingsystem, the provinces keep a major part of additional
revenues generated in their territories. They thus have an incentive to encourage location of
industries in their area for the revenues that the industries will generate, irrespective of the
viability or optimality of the location of these industries from a national point of view. The
provinces are thus tempted to prevent movementof raw materialsfrom their territories to other
provinces and insteadstart factoriesfor processingthem. Ironically, this applieswith particular
force in industries such as tobacco or alcohol, for which tax rates on products are high, and
works against the nationalpolicy of discouragingproductionof such goods. Market integration
is a national policy objective for maximizingallocative efficiency. However, the revenuesharing system works against that objectiveand contributesto a duplicationof investmentsand
fragmentationof the market.
(g) The revenue sharingsystem conflictswith equity objectives,favoringbetter off
provinces over poorer ones.
3.9
As noted in Table SA.3 the deficit provinces have their grants fixed in nominal
terms for three years. This would imply that, over time, their commandover these resources
would decline in real and per capita terms. This situationis to be contrasted with that of richer
provinces -- especially coastal provinces that, under the period of liberalization, have
experiencedrapid growth of incomes and revenues -- which will retain a higher percentage of
their revenues as their income grows.
Mixed Results: Ex Post
3.10
The inherenttendenciesof the fiscal systemnoted aboveare indeedthere. However,
as noted in Table III. 1, the bottomline is a mixed one, with many of the results departing
significantlyfrom those that could be expected on the basis of an ex ante analysisof the system.
3.11
The tax-GDP ratio has declined over time, from over 30 percent in 1980 to about
18 percent in 1990. However, this decline has been associated with an increasing retention of
profits by the enterprises and can be regarded as the intended decentralization. Over the past
three years (1988-90),when the revenue-sharingsystemhas been in operation, the tax-GDPratio
seems to have stabilizedat about 18 percent, which is not totally out of line with international
experience; nor (for reasons noted below) can it be regarded as demonstrablyinadequate for
meeting essential state expenditures. Equally important is that, even though these three years
saw major ups and downs in both growth and inflation rates in the economy, the tax-GDP ratio
was stable. Thus the inherent tendency of the tax system to be procyclicaldoes not seem to be
operating in practice; the tax-GDP ratio seems to have been cycle neutral during this period.
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3.12
Nor is it clear whether the tax revenuescan be regarded as obviouslyinadequateor
conducive to unsustainable budget deficits. As noted in Table HI.1, the budget deficits,
following the definition in the IMF's Government Finance Statistics (GFS), are less than 2
percent of GDP. During 1988-90they were declining,from 2.6 percent of GDP in 1988to 1.5
percent of GDP in 1990. Moreover, these figures incorporate large subsidies on consumer
goods and to loss-makingenterprises. These subsidiesamount to a large figure of 6 percent of
GDP (in 1990). Rather than increasing tax mobilization to finance these subsidies, the
Governmentshould be aiming at (and has in fact been) reducing these expenditures. It should
be emphasizedthat accordingto the availablestatistics, in China the Governmentruns a surplus
on current budget account (see Table I.1), and there is no unsustainablerise in the overall rate
of consumptionor in reliance on foreign resources.
3.13
It has been argued that the published figures on deficits are only the "tip of the
iceberg." The Government uses the banking system to create credit outside the budgetary
systemon a large scale, and these credits shouldappropriatelybe regarded as deficit financing.
In a largely state-ownedeconomy, the distinctionbetween borrowing by the Governmentand
borrowing by state-ownedenterprises is difficult, and deficit financing by the public sector is
indeed much larger than shown in the budget. However, whether deficit financing suggests
inadequaterevenue or excessiveexpenditure is not clear. The unexpectedcredit expansionto
financeinventoriesof agriculturalproductsdue to bumpercrops (as in 1990)cannotbe attributed
to revenue inadequacy. Nor shouldthe tax system be used to validate the losses of enterprises.
To a large extent it is rationalizationof expenditure, rather than tax mobilization, that is the
issue in China for tackling the problem of excessivecredit expansionin China in recent years.
3.14
Lookingahead, it has been argued that in China the Governmentshouldincreasingly
provide social security services now provided largely by enterprises. This will help in
improvinglabor mobilityand will facilitate the restructuringof enterprises. To the extent that
these programs are implemented,Governmentrevenue will increase; however, these programs
shouldbe funded from own sources, and social security contributionsshoulid go hand-in-hand
with fiscalizationof the social security expenditures. In fact, the experience of social security
systems in the developed countries warns stronglyagainst relying on general tax revenues for
funding social security programs.
3.15
Contrary to a priori expectations,the center's share in total revenue has not declined
during 1988-90. In fact, it increased from 36.0 percent in 1988 to 37.5 percent in 1989 -- in
part because the center obtains the major part of its revenue from taxes directly accruing to it.
The shared pool of revenue is in fact only a small part of the total revenue. The share of the
center's revenue contributedby the localitieswas only about 30 percent (?) in 1989-90and was
approximatelyat that level in 1985-87,before the new revenue-sharingcontractswere initiated.
Ad-hoc changesin the revenue-sharingformulas that the center enforces no doubt contribute to
ex post results being different from ex ante expectations.
3.16
Nor is it clear whether the revenue-sharingsystem can be blamed for inadequate
investment,particularly in key sectors. The rate of investment financedby the budget has of
course been declining,but that is the intendedresult of decentralization. The overall investment
rate continues to be high. As noted in Table SA.6, there was some significant decline in
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investmentin infrastructure (transportand communications),from 2 percent of GDP in 1985to
1 percent in 1989, but in 1990 these investmentsincreased sharply to 1.6 percent of GDP,
double the level in 1981. (By internationalcomparison,these figures seemlow.) In key sectors
such as energy and heavy industries, the investmentrate has not declined significantlyin irecent
years; in fact, for 1990, combinedinvestmentin these two sectors accountedfor 7.7 percent of
GDP, higher than in 1981(5.6 percent of GDP). Thus the ex post figures on investmentin total
or in key sectors do not suggest that the revenue-sharingsystem has resulted in any major
declines in these areas. Given the system of investmentapproval describedin Chapter I:, it is
not surprising that the Governmentcan control the level and compositionof investment when
it wants to.
3.17
Growth of extra-budgetaryfunds has indeedbeen rapid, and they now account for
more than 90 percent of state revenue. This undoubtedlyreduces the control of the Central
Government over resource allocation, but that is the objective and consequence of
decentralization. After all, when an economymovesaway from state ownership,more and more
resources become "off-budget.'" The key question is whether the decentralizationmechanism
chosenby the Chineseauthoritiesis achievingthe objectiveof marketizationand efficiency. The
evidence is circumstantial. The central financial authoritiesare naturally concernedabout loss
of their control, but the local authorities, sectoral ministries, and enterprises claim that the
growth of extra-budgetary funds have allowed them greater flexibility and speed in
decisionmakingand thus have improved efficiency. Figures indicate that about two-thirds of
extra-budgetaryexpendituresgo to investmentand contributionsto the Governmentbudget. A
large part of these funds are for depreciation, which are perhaps undervalued. The armounts
spent on "Bonus' and 'Welfare' account for about 13 percent. The item called 'Others," which
may hide unproductiveexpenditures,however, has increased from about 7 percent in 1983 to
12 percent in 1987. There is no basis to concludethat the efficiencyof use of extra-budgetary
resources is lower than that of budgetary resources. The term "extra-budgetary"may be a
misnomer with an inappropriate, pejorative connotation.Y' It would probably be
counterproductiveto reverse the trend and increase the size of the Governmentbudget. Clearer
rules of the game and the enhancementof the interests of decentralizedunits in the long-term
profitability of enterprises are probably more promising directions, with Governmentplaying
some overall supervisoryrole.
3.18
Local protectionismis a growing problem in China. It is reported that individual
provinces restrict sales of their raw material to other provinces. In some cases they have
developed their own processing plants, duplicatinginvestment facilitieselsewhere. Plants for
cotton textiles, tobacco, and alcohol are usually mentioned. There are examplesof one province
(Hunan)restrictingthe supplyof its raw material (silk) to another locality (Shanghai),preferring
insteadto export it abroad (HongKong); the deficitlocality (Shanghai)must then import the raw
material from abroad (Hong Kong). There is a large (and excessive) number of automobile
plants producingon an inefficient scale. Road blocks and other restrictions on interstate trade
are apparently commonplace.

.1/

Perhaps an alternativeterm, "public entity funds" would be more appropriatefor the major part
of the current wextrabudgetaryfunds."
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3.19

The problem of local protectionism in China is indeed serious, but the revenue-

sharing system is only one -- and probably not the most important -- contributing factor.

Whatever the revenue-sharingsystem, a locality will gain some positive marginal benefit (in
terms of revenue-profits and employment)from locating a plant in its territory. The key
question is whether these benefits will outweigh the costs to the locality and the nation. An
effective check on setting up inefficiententerprises can be provided only if enterprises have to
pay the true economic cost of capital, face hard budget constraints, and are not allowed to
impose arbitrary restrictions on interprovincialtrade. The experiences of other large federal
systems (such as the United States and India) show that regulations against restrictions on
interstate trade are necessary irrespective of revenue-sharingsystem. Market integration is
essential for efficiency, as well as for equity among provinces,and should be an important item
on the agenda of reforms in China. As will be discussed in Chapter IV, the revenue-sharing
system should incorporate elementsthat encouragesinter-provincialmobility and equity, but it
also requires important changes in the enterprise system, the credit system, and the regulatory
framework for interprovincialtrade.
3.20
Finally, the issue of inter-provincial disparities in public expenditures merits
analysis. Table SA.8 gives the per capita governmentrevenues and per capita expendituresof
the provincial governments. The provinces are arranged in ascending order of per capita
revenue collectionand are grouped into three classes -- "low," "medium," and "high"per capita
revenues. In the low group, per capita expenditures are higher than per capita revenue
collections, whereas in the high group, the reverse is true (exceptfor Shanxi and Heilongjiang).
The extent of equalizationis brought out by the comparisonof group averages (leaving out the
extreme observationsfor Tibet and Shanghaiat either end), as shown in Table m1.2. The gaps
between group average per capita expendituresare much narrower than those between average
per capita revenues. If one leaves out the municipalitiesof Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin
because of their special expenditureneeds, the group averages of per capita expenditures are
remarkably close to each other. It is not clear what the mechanismsof transfer or the factors
behind reallocations are. But the ex post results for per capita expenditures do suggest a
remarkable degree of equalization among the groups, even though there are large differences
among individualprovinces, these do not seem to be correlated with their revenue generation
capacity.
Costs of Ad Hoc Adjustments
3.21
One reason that inherent weaknessesof the fiscal system are not revealed in the
bottomlinefigures is that in practice the rules are not implemented. Various ad hoc adjustments
are made whenever consideredappropriateby the central and provincialauthorities. From the
experience of the 1980s it appears that despite decentralization,the central authorities -- the
governmentaland party apparatus-- do have substantialcontrol over the credit and fiscal system
of the country, particularly when there is consensusat the top of the hierarchy. However, the
system that is developingis one of ad hoc directionsand bargaining. Even though the product
is not unimpressive, there are serious problems with the process.
3.22
The systemof revenue sharing has been unstable. The instabilityis indicatedby the
fact that, as regards center-province fiscal sharing (often a constitutional matter for most
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countries), there have been as many as three revenue-sharingsystems since 1980. There were
proposals for a new system beginningin 1991, in the context of the Eighth Five-YearPlan, but
the changes have been postponed for the time being. In addition, of course, the rules of the
game can be (and are) changed within the contract period. Such instabilitycreates uncertainty
about the availability of revenue to the center and provinces and is a serious hindrance to
medium-and long-termprogrammingfor efficientresource allocation.
3.23
The systemof intergovernmentalfiscalrelationsis not uniform. Differentprovinces
are given differentformulas of revenue sharing with no clear rationale for choosingone formula
over another. The system also lacks transparency: it is not clear to the parties involved what
their fiscal share will be in revenue and expenditures.
3.24
In a contract economythere is a premiumon the bargaining skill of the participants
involved. Improvingproductivity and mobilizationof resources becomes a lesser priority than
skillful bargaining and exercise of leverage. Reliance on such skills, however admirable they
may be in themselves,is not conducive to efficiencyin the economy.
3.25
Finally, among the parties involved, there seems to be a pervading sense of
unfairness. The central authorities argue that their share of revenue is declining and want to
make amends by various ad hoc levies. The provinces that are doing well (such as Guangdong)
feel aggrieved that the center imposes arbitrary levies on them. The less well-to-doprovinces
(such as Hunan) complain about unanticipatedcosts from central policies and find ways of not
delivering on their contracts. Provinces receiving special treatment, such as Hainan, manage
to run unanticipatedand unapproveddeficits in their budgets. Rich provinces such as Shanghai
complain of an unfairly high tax share and of unfair treatment in expenditureallocationby the
center. Some of these pressures and sentimentsare unavoidable in any large or federal state.
However, the combinationof instability, nontransparency,and unfairness in the system is a
potential danger to the efficiencyof the economy and the cohesivenessof the polity.
3.26
In view of the relatively good performanceof the Chinese economyof during the
reform period, there is a risk of complacencyabout the contract economy. Experience shows
that, although inherent systemic weaknessescan be patched up for some time, they cannot be
suppressed forever. Problems of efficient resource allocation in a non-market, command
economywere suppressedfor a long time but they did come to the surface eventually. The risks
of short-term maximizationand of decapitalizationin labor-run enterprises, as in Yugoslavia,
were pointed out by analysts; althoughnot evident immediately,these problems did become real
after a while. The Chineseauthoritiesmay be well advisedto consider the inherent weaknesses
of their present fiscal system and move toward its rationalization before these weaknesses
become seriously debilitating for the economyand the country. In fact, the Governmnenthas
started an experiment in tax assignment in five provinces and one city and is interested in
designing an appropriate nationwide system of revenue sharing between different levels of
government to be implementedduring the Ninth Five-YearPlan (1986-2000).
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Parameter

1980

1987

25.6

20.4

18.4

18.5

18.4

2. Overallbudgetarydeficits
(% of GDP) (GFS format).'

0.5

2.0

2.6

1.8

1.5

3. Subsidies(% of GDP)

5.9

5.9

5.4

6.1

6.1

19.4

37.0

35.3

36.0

37.5

0.8
2.0
3.6

2.0
2.4
4.5

1.7
3.0
5.2

1.5
2.9
4.9

1.0
2.8
4.4

67.0

79.0

81.2

61.7

60.0

1. Tax revenue (% of GDP)

4. Center's tax revenue 2
(% of total tax revenue)
5. Investment(capitalconstruction
in key sectors (% of GDP)
- Transport& communicationy
- Energy3
- Heavy industries5'
6. Extra budgetaryfunds
(% of state revenues)
of which:
Investment(% of total)

1988

1990

1985

1989

1.6
3.1
4.6

/1 Format as definedin the IMF's GovernmentFinance Statistics.
/2 Figures availableare those for "revenue;"need data on tax revenue only.
/3 1981.

Table III.2: China: InterDrovincial Di60arities

Group Average

Per Capita Revenue

Per Capita Expenditure

Bottom third ("low")1

55

113

Middle third ("medium")

73

117

Top third ("high")I'

112

108

[Note: See Table SA. 8 for province-by-province data.]
/1 Leaving out the extreme observations for Tibet.
/2 Leaving out the municipalities of Shanghai, Beijing, and Tianjin.
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IV. ANALYTICALIlSSUESIN CONSTRUCTINGA SYSTEMOF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
FISCALRELATIONS

4.1
The foregoing description of the present state of public finance in China in general,
and of the complex structure of intergovemmental fiscal relations in particular, clearly indicates
that fiscal reform has to be an indispensable and integral part of the process of overall economic
reform. Similarly, recent macroeconomic indicators suggest that the time may be propitious for
a new wave of reforms.
4.2
Short-term or transitional arrangements might have to make allowances for
traditional thinking on the subject and the specificities of Chinese conditions. However, as
regards the long-term perspective and solutions, the Chinese authorities cannot but follow the
basic principles of multilevel fiscal systems. Three important postulates need to be emphasized.
First, international experience in countries big and small, federal and unitary, indicates that the
Central Government must have effective control over the most important sources of tax revenue,
not only in terms of tax law and policy, but also in terms of administration, collection, and
allocation of revenue. It is possible that, under appropriate conditions and safeguards, the subnational governments could also make use of the same bases, but the major part of the revenue
from taxes with nationwide bases would have to be collected by the Central Government.
Second, taxes should not be looked upon mainly as providers of revenue; they must also be seen
as tools of policy that, which whether intended or not, affect the allocation of resources and their
efficient utilization, interregional and interpersonal distribution, and the level of aggregate
demand.
Third, marketization of enterprises cannot be achieved by administrative
decentralization alone; for efficient resource allocation, hard budget constraints on enterprises
are essential, and the enterprises must be brought under a rule-based tax system. In order to
suggest directions for reforming revenue sharing system in China, this report draws on analytical
work in the area of public finance as well as case studies of countries with particular relevance
to China. The countries selected are Canada, Germany, Japan and India.2Y Needless to say,
all of these countries have their own problems in revenue-sharing and none can be regarded as
a "model" for China.
Analytical Issues and Case Studies
4.3
A basic problem in a multilevel fiscal system is to fashion the division of
expenditure responsibilities and revenue flows so that the layered system, while allowing the
desired degree of expenditure and revenue decentralization, would enable the public sector to
pursue the goals of fiscal policy effectively. Accordingly, the major considerations to be kept
in view in structuring intergovernmental fiscal relations are as follows. First, the revenue flows
to the different levels of government must be adequate to enable them to fulfill their expenditure
responsibilities, given the desired size of the total public sector. Second, the Central

I/

For more detaileddescriptionof revenue-sharingsystems in these countries,see Appendix.
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Government's capacity to pursue effectivelypolicies of macroeconomicmanagementmust be
ensured. Third, the systemmust be conduciveto the efficient use of resources in the economy
and must promote fiscal discipline. Fourth, while allowing for local autonomyand promoting
initiative at the local level, it must be possible for the center to effect transfers to the poorer
regions so as to reduce interregional disparities; i.e. the center must have some surplus of
revenues over its own expenditure needs. Fifth, in the division of tax resources among the
provincial governments, weights must be assigned to both autonomy and incentive at the
provincial level as well as to interregionalequity.
4.4
In the discussionthat follows, the divisionof expenditureresponsibilitiesamong the
central, provincial, and local3'governmentsthat obtains now is taken as given, with the proviso
that the stabilization and distribution functions should be responsibilities of the Central
Government. At present there is a large degree of duplicationin expenditureresponsibilityat
different levels of governmentand this situation needs to be corrected. However, this report
does not review that subject. Attention is concentrated on the manner of maldng revenue
resources (taxes, mainly) available to the center and subnational governments and on the
principles determiningthe relative amountsthat differentprovinces should be given or enabled
to raise.
4.5
There are four alternative ways in which tax revenues can be apportioned among
different levels of government:4'
(a)

The center levies and collectsall the revenues and gives a portion of the revenues
to provincial governmentsas grants.

(b)

The center levies and collectsall taxes but shares the proceeds of some or all taxes
with the provinces on the basis of a formula or a set of formulas;

(c)

The center levies and collects most of the more important taxes, but the provinces
have autonomyto levy and collectother taxes; in addition,the provinces get a share
of one or more central taxes and/or receive grants from the center.

(d)

The center and the provinces enjoy more or less concurrenttax powers, so that the
provinces can raise on their own most of the revenues they need; they may,
however, also receive some grants from the center.

4.6
In practice the models may be modified(e.g., instead of sharing the proceeds of a
tax, the center might share the base of a given tax with the provinces); again, there could be a

I/

In this report,the term "local"is usedto refer to subnationalgovernmentsbelowthe provincial
level, whereasin officialdocumentsthe term is usedto refer to all subnationalgovernments.

4/

For the sakeof simplicity,onlythe centerandthe provincialgovernmentsare considered.
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mixing of the elements of the different models (generally, the provinces or local governments
are allowed to levy and collect some taxes).
4.7
In choosing among the models or in selectingelements from the models to build a
mixed system, the major considerations set forth earlier must be applied. However, since
center-provincialrelations will ultimatelyhave to be based on a politicalconsensus, in practice
the various criteria such as equity, efficiency,and scope for autonomousactionof the provincial
govemments will have to be balanced against one another. Also, since taxes are involved,
administrativeconsiderationsand the costs of compliancehave to be given a high weight.
4.8
model

If the autonomy of the provinces or states is given very high weight, the fourth
--

of concurrent tax powers -- will be chosen. It is the system that might be favored in

a federation with a pronounced accent on the decentralizationof power. Apart from its
nonapplicabilityto a unitarycountry such as China, experiencehas shown that it is also a messy
system, with overlappingtax powers, high cost of compliance,and potential conflictamong the
provinces regarding the right to tax on the basis of residence versus origin. As will be argued
later, some of the important taxes are not capable of being efficiently levied and collectedby
subnationalgovernments. Among modern federations,only Switzerlandand the United States
(and to some extent, Canada) continue to operate systems based on concurrent tax powers. In
the United States, however, over time the most important tax, has become predominantlya
federal tax: the yield of the federal tax on individual incomes and corporate profits far
outweighsthe yield of the state income taxes. Effectively, a separationin the use of tax powers
has come into existence, with the U.S. Govemmentrelying predominantlyon income taxation
and the states on sales taxes, although concurrent tax powers are being used, resulting in
complicationsand inefficiency.
4.9
A more clear-cut trend toward centralization of tax collection can be seen in
Australia and Canada, two federationswhose constitutionshad provided for some degree of
concurrent tax powers. In Australia, the Constitution gave the Commonwealth (federal)
Government unlimited taxing powers subject to the condition that it could not discriminate
between states or parts of states, and the states were given concurrent powers with the federal
governmentover all taxes except customsand excise duties. However, through the pressure of
emerging circumstances and for other reasons, the collection of taxes has become highly
centralized,with the federal governmentcollectingnearly 80 percent of all tax revenue. During
World War II, the federal governmentpassedlegislationto become the sole authority to impose
taxes on income for the duration of the war and a year thereafter, and the states were
conmpensated
by tax reimbursementgrants. This system has continued ever since. 'Proposals
for allowingthe statesto levy incometaxes with a simultaneouspartial withdrawalof the federal
governmentfrom the income tax field have been rejected on severalgrounds, the important ones
being: (a) allowing the states access to income taxation would make the task of economic
managementmore difficult; (b) the stateswould facebudgetaryproblemsbecauseof fluctuations
in income tax collections;and (c) the per capita yield of incometax would vary between states,
calling for additional measures of equalization. Thus, the income tax has become firmly
embeddedin the Australian fiscal system as a federal tax.
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4.10
The framers of the Canadian Constitution wished to create a strong central
governmentand granted to the federal governmentunlimitedpowers of taxation. The provinces
could levy direct taxes within their boundaries. Originally,the federal governmentdid not levy
the income tax, but the course of time, it did become an important source of federal revenue.
Although some of the provincial governments levy their own personal and corporate income
taxes, the majority get their taxes -- levied as a percentage of the federal tax base -- collected
by the federal government. The major part of the income tax revenue goes to the federal
government. The provinces levy a retail sales tax on consumption,but the federal value-added
tax (VAT), recently levied, will soon predominateover the provincial sales taxes. Thus the
growing responsibilities of the federal government have led to its imposing the two most
important taxes with wide bases, the income taxes and the VAT.
4.11
Althoughthe Constitutionof Germany gives the federal governmentand the states
concurrent legislative process in respect of most taxes, it also stipulates that once the federal
governmentoccupies a tax field, the powers 6f the states in relation to that tax will cease. The
federal government levies both income taxes (personal and corporate) and the VAT -- these
being the most important and productive taxes. The states are assured of autonomy by a
constitutionalprovision regardingthe sharing of proceeds from the income and corporate taxes
with the states and local authorities; the percentage shares going to the different levels of
government are specifiedin the constitutionitself. The proceeds of the VAT are also shared
between the federal governmentand the states; the percentage shares determinedby agreement.
Apart from these two major shared taxes, some taxes belong entirely to the federal government
(customsexcise duties, except on beer, and surchargeson income taxes) and others belong to,
and are levied by, the states (taxes on wealth, beer, motor vehicles, and inheritance). The
German system combinesthe advantageof uniform rates in respect of taxes with nationwide
bases with financial autonomy for the states. There is clear separation of tax powers,
centralizationof the levy of the major taxes, and substantialsharing of the yield of the most
productive taxes.
4.12
Like the framers of Germany'sconstitution,the framers of India's constitutionalso
learned from the experience of the older federationswith a system of concurrent tax powers.
Impressed by the difficultiesand confusioncreated by such a system as well as by the need to
give to the Central Governmentcontrol over important taxes (productivetaxes with nationwide
bases), the framers of the Indian constitution provided for separation of tax powers,
centralizationof the levy and collectionof the most productive taxes with nationwidebases, and
a flexible system of sharing of tax proceeds. The fiscal autonomy of the states was assured
through (a) the assignmentof some substantialtax powers to the states, (b) assignmentof the
entire net proceeds of some taxes (whichcould be levied by the center) to the states, (c) sharing
of the proceeds of some central taxes, and (d) grants-in-aidto be recommendedby a Finance
Commission. Customs, excises (except on liquor), all taxes on nonagricultural income and
nonagriculturalwealthand inheritance, taxes on railway freights and fares, and the sales tax on
interstate trade were the important taxes given to the center. The states were given sales taxes
on intrastate sales, taxes on agriculturalincome, and land and inheritance, the urban property
tax, a motor vehicles tax, a tax on bus passengers and freight, a profession tax, and taxes on
amusements. Income taxes on the expandingnonagriculturalbase, excises (apart from those on
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liquor) that affect all industries, and excises that could be converted into a VAT' at the
manufacturingstage are given to the Central Governmentunder the Indian constitution. This
has been done because the first two (i.e. income tax and excises) are potentially the most
productive sources of revenue and because central control of all the three taxes (along with
customs) is needed to preserve the unity of the common market.
4.13
The four countriesconsidered above all have federal or quasi-federalconstitutions.
Japan, in contrast, is a unitary state like China, although much smaller in size. Japan has a
robust and active system of local government. In terms of net expenditures (i.e., excluding
intergovernmental transfers), local governments account for about two-thirds of public
expenditure. The Central Government's direct expenditureamounts to only one-third of the
total, but the Central Governmentcollectsabout 64 percent of the revenue. As in most unitary
countries, important taxes such as income taxes and the VAT are levied and collected by the
Central Government.
4.14
The experiencesof the major countriesthat have multilevelfiscal systems and the
evolution over time of the different facets of fiscal federalism yield valuable lessons and
guidelines for the future. Although the practices vary, the trends are clear: the broad pattern
that has emergedseems to be that the Central Governmenthas controlover the most productive
taxes, particularly the income taxes and the VAT; that the provinces or states also enjoy some
substantivetax powers, subjectto restrictions; and that there is linkage between the central and
provincial fiscal systems through tax sharing and/or grants, with differences in the relative
importance placed on tax sharing (or tax-base sharing) and on grants.
4.JL5
A system of concurrent tax powers should be avoided. The best solution to the
problem of divisionof revenues would be a clear separationof tax powers. Although it would
be desirable to make available to the subnationalgovernmentssome substantialtaxing powers,
the most productive taxes and those whichhave the potential to affect the allocationand efficient
use of resources in the national economy should be levied and collected by the Central
Government. This is necessary to avoid undesirableeffects on the economy, to give the center
effectivecontrol over the level of taxationin the economy, and to make possiblethe creation of
a surplus of revenues over its own expenditureneeds that the center can use to make equalizing
transfers to the poorer provinces or states. The provinces could be given the freedom to tax
their own respectiveresidentsto a greater or lesser extent, but they shouldnot be endowedwith
the power to levy taxes that would distort the allocationof resources in the economyor fragment
the commonmarket. If the separationof tax powers is workedout with the above considerations
in mind, it would probably turn out that the revenues that the provinces can raise on their own
would fall short of their expenditure needs, given the normal degree of expenditure
decentralizationin large countries. This would give rise to the familiar vertical fiscal gap, which
must be filled by the sharing of one or more of the centrally levied taxes or by grants-in-aid
from the center. This is borne out by the inter-governmentalfiscal arrangements that have
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evolved in Australia, Canada, Germany, India, and Japan.Y' Grants would be needed also to
tackle horizontal fiscal imbalance in countries where there are significant interprovincial
disparities.
Separation of Tax Powers
4.16
The broad pattern of separation of tax powers that would be desirable has been
indicated above. It is necessary to discuss briefly the principles of assignmentof tax powers
between the center and the provinces. The following principles may be stipulated:
(a)

Taxes with procyclical trends in yield should be assigned to the Central
Govemment; taxes assigned to the provincial govemments should be, as far as
possible, cyclically stable.

(b)

Taxes that are to be leviedon a progressivebasis for redistributivepurposes should
be levied and collectedby the center -- not only because the degree of progression
has to be uniformthroughoutthe country, but also because the base must be global
(e. g., income from all geographicaland occupationalsources must be includedin
the base of a progressivepersonal income tax).

(c)

Taxes on production, such as excises on manufacturesand the VAT, should be
assignedto the center; nonuniformproduct taxes levied by provinces would lead to
distortionsin the locationalallocationof resources and in the pattern of factor use.

(d)

Taxes with bases that are quite unequally distributedamong the provinces should
be assigned to the center; (e.g., a tax on natural resources).

(e)

Taxes on immobile and localized bases can be assigned to the subnational
governments.

(f)

The provinces could be assignedthe power to levy a tax on the consumptionof their
residents; i.e., a destination-basedproduct tax can be assignedto the provinces (a
retail sales tax is one such tax).

(g)

A supplementto personal income tax could be assigned to the provinces, with a
ceiling to be prescribed by the center.

(h)

The center as well as the provinces may levy user charges for services supplied.

E/

For moredetailson intergovernmental
fiscalrelationsin Germany,Canada,IndiaandJapan,
see the Appendix.

6J

The kindsof taxesthat couldbe assignedto localbodieswill notbe discussed.
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4.17
The above can be called the economic principles of tax assignment.2' To them
shouldbe added a criterion derivedfrom administrativerequirements. In assigninga tax to one
level or another, the cost of collectionand the administrativefeasibilityof determiningthe base
should be taken into account. (If a tax has a base that extendsbeyond the boundaries of one
province, it will be difficult for any one province to determinethat tax base accurately.)
4.18
Income taxes -- personal and corporate (or on enterprises)-- shouldbe assignedto
the center. It is generally desirable that the personal income tax should be levied on a
progressive basis, and for this purpose the base of the tax shouldbe defined comprehensively
and income from all sources should be aggregated to form the base. In a unitary state,
presumably it would also be desirable that the degree of progressivity should be uniform
throughoutthe country. If the provinces are given the power to levy their own incomietaxes,
the rates and the degree of progressivitycould vary from province to province. This could be
avoided if the center levies one common tax and lets the provinces collect it and retain the
respectivecollections. However, as stated above, the desired degree of progressivityand equal
treatment of assessees with equal taxable capacity can be achieved only if the incomes of a
taxable entity (an individual, a partnership, or a firm) from all occupationaland geographical
sources can be aggregated. Any given province would find it difficult, perhaps impossible, to
capture adequatelyincomes arising from outside its jurisdiction. In China, the personal income
tax is not important yet, and individualsand private firms may not now be derivingincoimefrom
places other than the province of domicile. But in the future, with greater private activity and
growing ownership of businesses and stocks of enterprises, better-off individualsand growing
businesses would begin to derive incomes from more than one province. Hence, in order to
implementan equitablepersonal income tax, it is necessaryfor the center to levy and collect it.
In China, the intention is that the center would continueto levy the personal income tax. The
provinces would not derive any advantageby having the power to collect it, if the tax rules are
to be applied strictly and the proceeds are to be shared. Considerations of efficiency and
economyin collection also warrant collectionby the center.
4.19
There are even greater objectionsto assigningthe tax on profits of enterprises to the
provinces. Joint enterprises, foreign enterprises,and even public enterpriseswould in the course
of time have productive activities in more than one province and sales throughout Clhina. It
would obviouslybe erroneousto assume that all the profits of an enterpriseare generatedwhere
the head office is situatedY As more and more prices are freed and as household savings are
invested in enterprises, either directly or through financialintermediaries,the tax on the profits
7/

For a detaileddiscussionof the principlesof assigmnent,see R. A. Musgrave,"WhoShould
Tax, WhereandWhat?"In Tax Assignmentin FederalCountries,ed. CharlesE. McLure
(AustralianUniversityPress, Canberra,1983).

8/

Investibleresourceswouldalsobe comingto an enterprisefromprovincesotherthan the one
of domicile.Already,there are province-province
joint enterprises(e.g., in Guangdong).See
CharlesE. McLure,Tax Assignmentin FederalCountries,(AustralianUniversityPress,
Canberra,1983)for a discussionof differentaspectsof the problemof assigningthe corporate
profitstax in a federalsystem.
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of enterprises will have an impact analogous to that of a corporate profits tax in a market
system. The incidence of the tax will fall partly on the suppliers of capital and partly on the
users of products. That being so, the province where the enterprise is situated cannot claim
exclusive right to appropriate the tax on the profits of the enterprise because the "ultimate"
contributorsto the tax will not all be resident in that province. Sharing the tax with a province
does not carry that implication, but assigning the tax to the provinces would. This is not just
an academicpoint. The assignmentof the tax on enterpriseprofits to the provinces would mean
that the richer and more industriallydevelopedprovinces would gain proportionatelymore, and
the differencesin per capitarevenuesfrom the income tax would become large amongprovinces.
Such differencescan be avoided if the center levies the enterprise income tax and then shares
a part, even a good part, of the proceeds with the provinces. In the formula for the distribution
of shareableproceedsamong the provinces, collectionsin a province couldbe given a substantial
weight.
4.20
The tax on the profits of enterprises would increase in importance with the fast
growth of industryand commercethat China is planning to maintain. Its impact on the economy
would increase accordingly. It is a fiscal policy tool that the center should be handling. An
efficient pattern of industrializationwould not result if in the implementationof the tax the
provinces offer their respective enterprises differing concessions.
4.21
Finally, the income tax yield fluctuates with changes in the level of economic
activity and income. As mentioned earlier, taxes with cyclically unstable yield should be
assignedto the center.
4.22
It is generally argued that origin-based product taxes, such as excises on
manufactures, shouldnot be assignedto subnationalgovernmentsbecause differentialtax rates
would cause distortionsin the location of industries. The same reasoning will apply to a VAT
levied by provinces at varying rates. Here again, if the center determines the rate(s) and the
base, uniformitycan be ensured. However, there will be difficultiesin working out the scheme
for refunding input taxes when transactions take place between firms situated in different
provinces.
4.23
It was argued earlier that taxes with bases that are unequally distributedshouldnot
be assigned to provinces, since that could result in unequal distribution of revenues. This
argument appliesto the VAT as well as to product taxesbecause industrialactivity and the value
of industrialoutput are unequally distributedamong the provinces.
4.24
In China as in most developingcountries, the major part of the revenue comes from
internal indirect taxes on commodities.If the VAT or a general product tax is assigned to the
provinces, the center will be short of its revenue requirements. For this reason, the Chinese
authoritieswish to assign to the center the VAT and the product taxes in the experimentsin tax
assignmentthey wish to carry out in a few provinces.
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4.25
Taxes on natural resources shouldbe assignedto the center for the reason that such
resources tend to be distributedquite unequallyamong the provinces. Part of the revenuesfrom
these taxes could be distributedto the provinces from which the resources are extracted.
4.26
Destination-basedproduct taxes, such as a selective or retail sales tax, can be
assignedto the provinces. Similarly, taxes on consumer services such as entertainmentcan be
given to the provinces.
4.27
Because taxes on localized and immobile bases can be given to subnational
governments,taxes on land and real estate can be assignedto the provincialgovernments,which
may share them with, or delegate them to, lower-levelgovernments.
4.28
Businesstaxes in the form of license fees, as well as a tax on gasoline (withinlimits)
as a proxy charge for road use, may be assignedto the provinces. Similarly,taxes on vehicles
could also be given to the provinces, which may share the proceeds with lower-level
governments.
Restructurina Intergovernmental Flscal Relations in China: The Long-TermPersptive
4.29
As noted above, this report does not consider the issue of reforms in expenditure
responsibilities of center and provinces (see Chapter II). To start with, taking the present
division of expenditure responsibilities as given, this report discusses the principles of
assignmentof taxes, tax sharing, and grants from the center.2' It should be emphasizedthat
if there is a different divisionof expenditureresponsibilities,the final resource sharing will, of
course, change accordingly,but the principles discussedhere would still apply.
4.30
In contrastto any other countryof comparablesize with multilevelfinance, in China
all taxes, except for a few minor ones, are levied by the center, (i.e. tax bases and rates are
determinedby the center). Only the center can introducenew taxes or abolish any existingones.
The provincial and local governments have no legal taxing powers. Again unlike any other
comparablecountry, almost all the taxes in China are collected mostly at the county and city
levels by officersof the local tax bureaus under the supervisionof the Provincial Tax ]3ureaus.
The center itself has only a small tax-collecting machinery. The revenue collections are
effectivelyunder the control of the provincialgovernments. The collectedrevenues are "shared
up" from the provinces to the center.' Apart from China, only in Germany are the centrally
(federally) levied taxes collected by any other than Central Government tax officials: in
Germany the federal taxes are collectedby the tax officials of the state governments, but under

2/

In a plannedeconomy,one otheraspectmay be considered,- the principlesof allocatingof
capitalfundsamongthe provincesfor financinginvestmentin infrastructure.

10/

However,nonsharedrevenues- tax andnon-tax- takentogether,wouldseemto formithe
majorpart of centralrevenues.
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the supervisionof federal officers; also, the collectionsgo to the federal governmentand then
are "shared down" with the state and local governments."'
4.31
As already indicated, the Central Government in China is able to undertake
macroeconomicmanagementyet has only loose control over how (and how effectively)the tax
laws are applied. Instead of distributinga share of its own taxes to the provinces on the basis
of well-definedformulas, the center is at the receiving end. It gets a good part of its tax
revenues from the provinces on the basis of contracts that are based more on bargaining than on
principlesapplied across the board and that tend ex ante to reduce the share of the centerin total
revenues as nationalincome grows.
4.32
If all prices are controlled -- i.e., if input and output prices are given to the
enterprises and they are expected to produce only the targeted outputs -- then the enterprises
profit margins are predetermined. It can then be argued that any tax levied on the enterprises
would only cut profit margins and that in this sense the taxes are "borne" by the enterprises
themselves.L` This argument assumes that in fixing prices some adjustment was not made to
ensure a certain "normal" rate of profit. In any case, now that prices are being increasingly
freed and enterprises can sell above-quota output at market or quasi-market ("guided")
prices,- product and business taxes and the VAT will be shifted forward to an increasing
extent. Under conditions of price determination(largely by the market), the incidence of the
tax on enterprise profits will fall mostly on the suppliers of capital and partly on the users of
commodities.L" The suppliers or owners of capital would be the shareholders of joint
enterprises and those who supplycapital to public enterprises (the taxpayerswho supply funds
via the governmentand householdsavers who do so via the banks or governmentbonds). Thus,
those who bear the taxes (and from whom the contributionsto the treasury ultimatelycome) will
be spread across the country. Therefore, the taxes collected from enterprises situated in a
province cannot be considered to be mainly the contributionby the residents of that province,
except when the tax is destinationbased (e.g., a retail sales tax).
4.33
When the incidenceand other effects of taxes affect the people of all provinces, it
is right that the center shoulddeterminethe structure of the taxes. However, as experiencehas
demonstrated,delegatingtax collectionto the provinces and letting them entrust that task to the
counties and cities actually means that the tax laws or rules will not be properly applied. The
11/ R. J. May, FiscalFederalismandFiscalAdjustment,(ClarendonPress, Oxford,1969),p. 111.
12/ In China,indirecttaxesare not addedto price. Formally,the tax is to be paid out of the
proceedsof saleat the pricesalreadyfixed,i.e., the tax is "price-inclusive."
I3/

It is estimated,in respectof retailprices,that "freemarket"prices, guidedprices, andstatefixedpricesaccountfor 45 percent,25 percent,and 30 percent,respectively,of totalretail
sales. IMF, People'sRepublicof China: Background
Papers(WashingtonD.C., January
1991).

14/ Ultimately,the real burdenof taxationwill reston individuals,not institutions.
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position is made worse when the provinces are also permitted to offer tax preferences and
concessions. Then not only are the tax bases eroded -- but equally important -- the incidence
of the taxes is arbitrarily affected. Again, revenue contracts with enterprises make the whole
system indeterminate in terms of allocative effects and incidence)A' Finally, the system of
revenue contracts, on the basis of which the center obtains its share of revenues from the
provinces, tends, if strictly applied, to reduce the income-elasticityof Central Goveirnment
revenues. If these deficienciesare to be removed, it follows that reforms in fiscal system must
be considered.
The approach of the authorities
4.34
The Chinese authoritiesthemselvesare contemplatinga shift from the tax contract
system to a system of tax sharing based on rules. Accordingto current plans, during the next
five years beginningJune 1991, while the tax-contractingsystemwill be continuedwith possible
improvements, an experiment in tax assignment or tax separation will be conducted in two
provinces and six cities. If the experimentsprove to be successful,a full-fledgedsystem of tax
assignmentwould be implementedin the Ninth Five-YearPlan period (1996-2000). The cities
and provinces participating in the tax sharing experiment are: Shenyang, Dalian, Tianjin,
Qingdao, Wuhan, Chongqing,Zhejiang and Xinjiang. Local taxes are: 13 small taxes assigned
as local fixed revenue plus agriculture tax, local enterprise income tax, collective enterprise
income tax, private enterprise income tax, salt tax, foreign enterprise income tax and joint
venture income tax (if the partner is local government). Central taxes are: customlduty,
product tax and VAT collectedby customs, central SOEs income tax and profits, income tax
from railways, and income tax from the banling system. The shared taxes are: product tax,
VAT and industrial and commercialtax, businesstax and resources tax. For shared taxes, the
sharing ratio for the six municipalitiesand Zhejiang Province is 50 percent and Xinjiang can
retain 80 percent of the shared taxes, since it is the only minority region participatingin te
experiment.
4.35
The relative shares of the different taxes, levied now, in total tax revenue are
estimated (1990 budget) as shown in Table IV. 1:

I5/

Althoughlegallythe provincialgovernmentsare not to deviatefrom the courseof collecting
indirecttaxesaccordingto the tax code,negotiationsandbargainingdo play a part in resjpectof
thesetaxesalso. SeeIMF, People'sRepublicof China: BackgroundPapers(Washington,
D.C., 1991).
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Table IV. 1: China: EstimatedPercentage
Shares of Current Taxes in Total Tax Revenue, 1990
Tax
Taxes on income and profits
Taxes on goods and services,
of which:
Product tax
Value-addedtax
Businesstax
Salt tax
Taxes on internationaltrade (customs)
Others (includingtaxes on extra
budgetary construction(7.5%)
TOTAL

Percent of Total
23.4
52.5
(17.5)
(15.0)
(20.0)
0.2
6.5
17.3
99.9

Source: Based on data provided by Ministry of Finance.
4.36
The intention seems to be to secure for the center 60 percent of total tax revenue.
The product tax, the VAT, the salt tax, the taxes on internationaltrade, and the taxes on extrabudgetary constructionand funds would give the center around 47 percent of total tax revenue.
Some share in the revenue from the business tax would raise the center's share in total tax
revenue to 55 percent. If non-tax revenues are also taken into account, the center's share in
total revenue (excludingreceipts from borrowing) would perhaps add up to 60 percent. Of the
total revenues accruing to the center, 16.7 percent (i.e., an amount equal to 10 percent of total
revenues, according to current thinking)would be given to the needy provinces as grants. This
would mean that the direct expendituresof the center and the provinces would be largely equal.
Tax assigmnent
This report accepts, for illustrativepurposes, the figure of 60 percent as the center's
4.37
initial share. This is in line with the proposition, enunciated earlier in this chapter, that the
center should be enabled to have a surplus of revenues over its own expenditure needs. The
fiscal reforms and changes that the mission would like to recommend, however, represent a
fundamentallydifferent approach to the problem. The mission is of the opinion that taxes on
income and profits (excludingthe agriculturaltax) shouldbe assigned to the center, along with
the product tax and the VAT.
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4.38
The provinces will be assigneda new tax in the form of retail sales tax, whichwill
replace the business tax on wholesale and retail trade.L-' The provinces may be permitted to
levy the tax at rates of their choice falling withinthe band of, say, 4-6 percent. They also could
be assigned the business tax on services (excluding important activities such as electricity,
insurance, and banldng and with rates determinedby the center), the agriculturaltax, the real
estate tax, and the other minor taxes. The taxes on extra-budgetaryfunds and extra-budgetary
construction, so long as they exist, can be assignedto the center, along with business taxes on
important activities. The provinces will retain the collectionsfrom the taxes assigned to them
and may also be permitted to determinethe rates of their taxes other than the retail sales taLxand
the business tax.
4.39
The proposal that the center shouldlevy and collect the taxes on income and profits
as well as the product tax and VAT is designedto ensure that the system will become based on
rules and that the tax law will be properly applied. A full shift to the rule-based system could
be made fairly easily in the case of indirect taxes. In the case of income taxes, the switch to
a rule-based system would require some changes and simplificationin the tax provisions. It
would be necessary to reduce the rate of tax simultaneouslywith the withdrawal of all but the
essentialexemptionsand deductions. The rate reductionis also required if enterprisesare to be
prohibited from deductingdebt repayment from taxable profits.
Tax sharing
4.40
The assignmentof the most importanttaxes to the center would call for the sharing
of part of the proceeds of the central taxes with the provinces. The major questions to be
considered are: (a) what are the taxes to be shared, (b) what proportion of the designatedtax
collectionsshouldbe shared, and (c) what shouldbe the basis for distributingthe shareablepool
among the provinces?
4.41
Taxes and proportionsto be shared. It would be best to confine tax sharing to the
three important taxes with wide bases: taxes on income and profits, the product tax, and the
VAT. The proportions to be shared must be determined with two considerationsin mind:
incentives for tax mobilizationon the part of provinces must be preserved, and the arnounts
going to the center and provinces should be such as to help reach the 60:40 shares in total tax
revenues that have been envisagedby the central authorities. Acceptingthis ratio for illustrative
purposes, the following percentages are suggested:
Center
Taxes on income and profits
VAT and product tax
1_/

50
60

Provinces
50
40

This meansthat in the courseof time, the VATcouldbe extendeddownto the wholesalelevel.
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If these proportions are applied, the provinces will obtain from the shared taxes around 28
percent of total tax revenues. The retail sales tax, the tax on some business activities, and the
minor taxes will give the provinces another 12 percent of the total, raising their share to about
40 percent of the total.1
4.42
Because the provinces will obtain as much as 50 percent of revenues from the
income and profit taxes, they will have sufficient incentive to encourage and enable their
enterprises to maximize their profits. A substantialdegree of price reform is also needed to
persuade the provinces to let their enterprisespursue commercialgoals.
4.43
Basis for distribution. In the present system, the shares retained by the provinces
are related to collections, but the differing terms of revenue contracts introduce several
modifications. Therefore, it is difficult to infer the implicit weights given to differentrelevant
factors such as collection, population, and level of development. However, it is clear that the
differencesin the contract terms were introducedin part to take care of differing circumstances.
When one is looking for a uniform formula to be applied to all provinces, in some way "the
needs aspect" shouldbe taken into account. The respectivecollectionsin the provinces cannot
be the only base for distribution, for two important reasons. First, revenue collections are
concentrated in a few provinces; as much as 41 percent of revenues is collected in only five
provinces. Distributionon the basis of collectionsalone would result in large inequalitiesin per
capita revenues from shared taxes. Second, as argued earlier, collectionsin a province do not
represent only contributionsby its residents (althoughthey do reflect residents' contributionsto
some extent). Also, indirect taxes levied on firms represent to some degree charges for public
services that have been rendered and have gone as inputs into production. There is a case for
giving substantialweight to collectionsin the distributionformula,'L`and population is a good
and simple indicator of need. It would be desirableto base the distributionon both.
4.44
It is recommendedthat about 70 percent of the provincial share of collectionsfrom
the income and profits taxes be distributedon the basis of collectionsin the province and about
30 percent on the basis of the province's population. In the case of shared indirect taxes, the
distributionformula shouldgive equal weights to populationand collection.
4.45
In Germany, where tax sharing plays an important role, populationand collection
are given weights in the distribution formula. In India, where tax sharing is also important,
population,backwardness(as indicatedby relative levels of per capita income), and collections
(only to a minor extent) are given weights. In Japan, the local allocation tax is given to
localities on the basis of a formula that is analogous to formulas applied to determine the
distributionof grants-in-aid: the attemptis to cover the gap between basic financial need (BFN)

17/ Thesefiguresare derivedfromthe percentagesharesin totalrevenueof the differentexisting
taxesindicatedin TableIV.1. Theyare in the natureof tentativesuggestions.
I8/

Givingsubstantialweightto collectionwouldalsoimplicitlyrewardbetterperformance.
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and basic financial revenue (BFR), these being determined somewhat normatively. In
recommendingthe distribution of shareable taxes using population and collection as weights,
which is in line with practice in other countries, the intention is to introduce incentives for
initiative and to reward performance, and at the same time to link distribution to needs as
indicated by population size. By itself, the last will not result in the desired degree of
equalization; hence the need for grants-in-aid(see below).
Qualifying statements
4.46
In makilngthese suggestionsfor tax sharing, it has been assumedthat the accrual of
tax revenues to the center and the provinces, after tax sharing, should be in the ratio of 60:40.
Severalqualificationsare necessary. First, if this ratio is to apply to the shares in total receipts
including borrowing, the central share in tax revenue could be less than 60 percent.
Correspondingly,the proportions for sharing suggestedin respect of income and product taxes
would have to be altered. Second, the sharingproportionswill also be influencedby the shares
of the central and subnationalgovernmentsin direct expenditures,which it would be necessary
to maintain. At present the share of the subnationalgovernmentsis around 65 percent. If this
proportion is to be maintained,tax sharing shouldyield more than 40 percent of revenuesto the
provinces -- otherwise, the transfers needed through grants-in-aidwould become unduly large.
Third, the formulas for the distributionof shared taxesamong the provinces must be considered
tentative. In the absenceof the required data, it has been possibleto estimatethe relative shares
of the different provinces in total revenues that would accrue to them if the suggested weights
are applied. The final weightsto be given to collectionand populationwould have to be decided
after studying the impact of the suggested formulas. The mission believes that thLebasic
reasoning advanced would remain valid, but that the exact figures might have to be changed
somewhat. Meanwhile,every province will be protectedby the rule recommendedfor the initial
period: that none shouldreceive less, in real terms, than it is gettingwhen the changeovertakes
place.
Grants-in-Aid

4.47
As shown in Chapter IH (Table 11.2; see also Table SA.8), the existing system
accomplishesa substantialdegree of equalizationof per capita expenditures among provinces
with high, medium,and low per capitarevenues. However, the schemeof equalizationis based
not on formula but on informedjudgment. In view of the very different conditionsprevailing
in the poor provinces of southwest and northwest China, it is clear that variables cannot be
introduced into a general formula to take adequate care of their requirements. Therefore, for
these provinces, special schemes of assistance or grants-in-aid will have to be continued.
However, for the counting as a whole, it would be desirable to move toward a scheme of
formula-basedgrants.
4.48
Grants can be of different types, depending on the objectives to be attained.
Equalizing block grants would be needed to supplementtax sharing. Tax sharing is primarily
intended to address the problem of a vertical fiscal gap; to the extent that an equalizingelement
(such as the criterion of population)is introducedinto the distributionformula, tax sharing serve
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also to narrow horizontalimbalancessomewhat. Equalizingblock grants would directly attack
the problem of fiscal inequalities. Citizensliving in some areas should not be disadvantaged
becausemultilevelfinancecreatesfiscalinequalitiesamongjurisdictions. Theseinequalitiesarise
because taxable capacities are usually unequal, whereas per capita standardizedexpenditure
needs for providing the essentialserviceswould be the same (apart from specialcost disabilities,
which can be taken care of separately). Block grants are essentiallyintended to equalize, fully
or partly, these differencesin fiscal or taxable capacities. The taxable capacity of a province
can be defined as the amount of potential per capita tax revenue that a province can rai.seby
applying a standardtax structure (that represents the average tax structure for all the prov:inces)
plus the per capita tax share it receives from the center to its own tax bases. Its deficiencyin
(excess of) taxable capacity is the differencebetweenits own taxable capacity and the per capita
yield of the standard tax structure applied to all the provinces plus the per capita average tax
share for all provinces. The amount of the equalizinggrant that a province shouldget is equal
to its deficiency in taxable capacity multipliedby its population. Given the competingclaims
on the center's own revenues, it may not be possible for it to cover the entire deficiency in
provinces' taxable capacities, but the aim must be to cover as much of it as possible.
4.49
Though block grants are not supposedto be earmarked-- so that the provinces may
enjoy freedom in decidingfor what purposes the grants shouldbe spent -- it would be legitimate
to stipulate that the grants should be spent only on specified essential or basic services. The
grants would thus become partially conditional;however, the provinces will have the freedom
to distribute the grants among the specified services as they consider best. In addition, the
provinces may be given specific grants, tied to particular services, in order to take care of
special problems or to promote certain nationalpriorities. Such grants seem not to be of much
importance in China now when the provincial budgets are formulated as part of the national
budget.
BureaucraticInterface between Center and Localities
4.50
It seemsdesirable for the Central Governmentto considerestablishingin the central
bureaucracya mechanismto assist in devisingand implementingthe rules for center-localfiscal
relations and protecting the interests of localities. This could be seen as an instrument for
realizing the "principle of giving full scope to the initiation and enthusiasm of the local
authorities under the unified leadership of the central authority," as stated in Article 3 of the
ChineseConstitution. The precedentfor this type of setupexists in Japan (see Appendix),where
the Ministry of Autonomyplays an important role in designingand implementingthe local and
intergovernmentalsystem. Japan uses bureaucratic balance of power between the Ministry of
Autonomy,which is backed by the constitutionalprinciple of local autonomyand other central
ministries to "help keep local and central relations balanced." The Japanese system seems to
provide effective institutionalprotection for local governmentsin keeping intergovernmental
rules working properly, and it deserves careful study for its adaptationin China.
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V. TRANSITIONALARRANGEMENTS
FOR LONG-TERMREFORM
IN THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL
FISCALSYSTEM

5.1
For many legitimate reasons, the reforms suggested in this report canmotbe
introduced in isolation or overnight. Reforms in the pricing of inputs and outputs will have
major consequencesfor the profits and lossesof various enterprises, hence, for the revenuesand
profits earned by different provinces. Social security and housing reforms may increase the
fiscal responsibilitiesof governmentat various levels. The degree of openingup to foreign trade
and investmenton the provinces will make a big differencein their revenue base. The degree
of market integration and mobility of labor and capital that is practiced in the econojmywill
affect the revenue potential of differentprovinces. The nature of financial sector reforms will
have an influence on how much the enterprises in different provinces can rely on credit to
finance their needs. For all these reasons, a rule-basedtax and revenue-sharingsystem can only
be introduced in tandem with other reforms. It is also clear that medium-termplans have been
formulatedby the provinces and the center on the basis of revenue expected from the current
system. Any suddenchanges that can disrupt this situation shouldbe avoided. In any case, in
the quasi-federalsystem that China is in practice, changes in center-provincefiscal relationscan
only come on the basis of consensus, which will take time to build.
5.2
The Chineseprocessof reform has been distinguishedby its emphasison experience
and experimentationto supplementand test a priori theoreticalanalysis. In view of the success
achieved in the Chinese programs thus far, there is something to be said for this approach.
However, tax-sharing formulas are by their nature national in character, and effective
experimentationin this respect is not possible for selectedprovinces. An alternativeapproach
would be to experiment with certain types of taxes at the national level. In this context, it is
important to emphasizethat the transitionalarrangementsshouldnot conflictwith the long-term
objective. As such, it is probably a mistake to assign the income tax to provinces, even in an
experimentalstage. Rather, the income tax could be selectedfor experimentalcollectionby the
center, with a certain percentage distributedaccording to agreed formula and along the lines
discussedin this report. Provision could be made, that under the transitionalarrangements,no
province would receive less revenuein real terms from the income tax than it receivedin 1991
under the present system. Reform of the income tax and contract system shouldbe initlatedon
a nationalbasis; among the elementsof these reforms could be the following:
(a)

All new enterprise contracts shouldbe formulatedon an after-taxbasis, so that the
role of the state as tax collector and as owner of enterprisecapital can be separated.

(b)

A unified tax system, including tax rates and the basis for calculating taxable
income, shouldapply to all domesticallyownedenterprises, regardlessof their form
of ownership, and should accrue to the Central Government.

(c)

Interest payments, but not loan repayments, shouldbe allowed as a deductilbleitem
for tax purposes.

-
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(d)

If the above is done, it may be appropriateto consider reducing the income tax rate
to the 30-40 percentagerange.

(e)

To bring about greater disciplinein credit creation, it is suggestedthat macro plans
for credit creation and currency issuancebe submittedto the People's Congress for
review and approval, as is the case for the fiscal budget, and that the credit plans
should be strictly adhered to once approved. Deviations from the plans would
require legislative approval, as does the budget. To reduce the pressure of local
authorities on the local branches of financial institutions, the branches should be
organized on a regional, rather than provincial basis and the managers of these
branches sho-jld be appointed by the Central Bank's Head Office and be rotated
among the regions.
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REMARK
VL CONCLUDING
6.1
Reform in center-local fiscal relations should become a part of the new wave of
reforms that seems to be beginningin China. These fiscal reforms can reinforce, and also be
strengthenedby, other reforms.
6.2
Introduction of any such reforms can only follow a process of consensusbuilding
undertakenwith the provincialauthorities. There is a need for agreementon principles as well
as on the parametersfor resource distribution. The provincialauthoritiesmust be convincedthat
their expenditurecapacities will not be unduly adverselyaffectedby surrenderingsome of their
authority to collect revenue. There has to be an agreement on the basic expenditure
responsibilitiesof the local governmentsbefore a revenue sharing formula can be implemented.
It may also be possible to apply revenue sharing formula initially to incremental revenue only
leaving the distribution pattern of base year revenue unchanged. Detailed statistics on tax
collection and expenditures at different levels are needed so that simulationexercises can be
made showing the implications of various sharing formulas for central and local finance. A
seminar involvingChinese authorities(both central and provincial) and internationalexperts on
the subject would be helpful for building consensusabout the principles of resource sharing.
This could be followed up by the simulationexercises illustrating the implicationsof various
revenue sharing formulas, which also would help in consensusbuilding and eventualagreement
at the political level. The process could be completedwithin the Eight Five-Year Plan (199196), as envisagedby the Chinese authorities.

-
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APPENDIX: INTERGOVERNMENTAL
FISCAL ARRANGEMENTS
IN GERMANY.CANADA.
INDIA. ANDJAPAN

A. 1
The following major aspects of intergovernmental fiscal arrangements will be
covered in this appendix:
(a)

the assignment of expenditure responsibilities, what degree of state/provincial
autonomyit reflects; and whetherit is conduciveto macroeconomicmanagement;

(b)

the assignment of tax powers, are the tax powers concurrent or separate? If the
latter, what is the degree of tax or revenue centralization? The limitationson the
taxing powers of the states with a view of safeguardingthe interests of the national
economy, evaluation of the system of tax assignment;

(c)

the degree of vertical fiscal imbalance

(d)

how fiscal imbalance and horizontal inequalities are sought to be tackled and
narrowed; the system of grants-in-aid: types and principles

Grnman
A.2
In the three federalcountries(Canada, Germany,India) and one unitary state(Japan)
considered here, the national constitutionsare stronglybiased in favor of the center as regards
the distribution1 of power. The constitution of Germany -- the Basic Law -- has endowed the

federal government with predominant power for both expenditures and taxation. The four
distinctive characteristics of the German federal fiscal system are: centralizationof taxing
powers; tax sharing as the major way of resource transfer; a wide area of concurrent powers
with the proviso that if the federal governmententers a field, the states will cease to have power
to take action in that area; and a mechanismfor interstatetransfersto effect equalizationof fiscal
capacity.
A.3
The Germanconstitutionmakesprovisionfor concurrentfederal and statelegislation
to cover fields not specificallyassignedto the federal government, such as defenseand foreign
affairs. However, the states can legislate in a concurrent field only if the center does not do
so.Y' These provisions have enabled the federal governmentto occupy the most important tax
fields: the income tax, the corporate profits tax, and the general sales tax (VAT) apart from
customsand other minor levies suchas those on alcohol. Thus, the federal governmentcollects
about 63 percent of total tax revenues collected by the federal, state, and local governments.
The state governments' own taxes are few: those on property, beer, automobileuse, and estates
(the mainstaysof the local governmentsare the businesstax and the property tax). The financial
autonomy of the state governmentsis ensured through a system of tax sharing, that is based

1/

J. S. H. Hunter, Federalism and Fiscal Balance(AustralianNational UniversityPress,

Canberra,1977).

- 39 partly on a constitutional prescription and partly on an agreement between the federal
governmentand the states.2' That is to say, the states are provided with sufficient resources
to fulfill the functions assigned to them without the need for large grants from the federal
government. A large vertical fiscal gap is created through the centralizationof the levy of taxes,
and it is virtually closed by tax sharing
A.4
The proportions by which the shareabletaxes are allocated among the three levels
of governmentare shown in Table A. 1.
Table A. 1: Germany: Allocationof Shareable Taxes
Share (percent of total)
Tax
Income tax
Corporate profits tax
Value added tax
Business tax
Other taxes

Federal
Government

States

42.5
50.0
67.5
12.5
65.0

42.5
50.0
32.5
12.5
7.5

Local
Governments
15.0
-

75.0
7.5

Source: Bird, Richard M. (1986): Federal Finance in ComparativePerspective, CanadianTax
Foundation, Toronto.
Of these taxes, the income tax, the VAT, and the corporate profits tax account for 73 percent
of all tax revenues.
A.5
Tax sharing, as noted earlier, is used primarily for closing the vertical fiscal gap,
but it is also partially used for equalization. Whereas the states' share of income tax revenues
is distributedamong them primarily on the basis of the estimated source of the revenues, the
states' share of VAT proceeds is distributedthus: (a) a 75 percent on an equal per capita base,
and (b) as much of the remaining25 percent as needed to be allocatedin such a way as to bring
the tax capacity of the financiallyweak states to 92 percent of the national average. In addition,
the Federal Governmentgives a small percentage of its share of VAT (around 1.5 percent) to

2/

The provisionfor sharingthe taxeson incomeis incorporatedin the constitution,whereasthat
for sharingthe VATis the subjectof an agreement.Sincethe termsof the agreementcan be
changedonlywiththe consentof the Bundesrat(Councilof States),whereinthe statesare
powerful,the interestsof the statesare safeguarded;at the sametime, a degreeof flexibilityis
introducedby havingan agreementoutsidethe constitution.
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five states has been politicallynegotiated.
A.6
Another interesting feature of the federal fiscal system in Germany is that there is
no clear-cut division of expenditure responsibilities. True, all of the concurrent fields not
formally occupied by the Federal Government go to the statesY However, the Federal
Governmentsets policiesin a large numberof areas, althoughin most of thesethe administration
of the policies is left to the states. Therefore, one finds few expenditure functions that are
exclusiveto only one level of government. As Table A.2 shows, every level of governmentis
representedin most fields of activitylisted; only defense, foreign affairs, and social security are
almostentirelyfederal, and only sewerageand other communitymatters are largely local. There
is, however, considerableexpendituredecentralization: the share of the Federal Government
in total expenditureis only around 43 percent, and that of the subnationalgovernmentsis about
57 percent.
Table A.2:

Germany:

ExDenditures

As
Percentage
of Total

Function

General administration
Foreign affairs
Defense
Security
Education
Social security
Social assistance
Other social affairs
Hospitals
Other health
Housing
Sewerage
Other community
Roads
Agriculture
Other
Total

Note:
Source:

3/

by Function

and by Level of Government,

1974

Share of expenditure by
Federal
State
Local

6.2
2.0
9.8
3.0
15.1
6.1
6.5
7.0
4.3
2.1
1.5
1.5
1.8
5.6
1.6
26.3

20.0
99.4
100.0
9.3
6.5
98.4
23.7
68.5
8.3
6.2
19.7
0.6
1.7
39.2
45.4
50.2

38.4
0.6
66.3
73.1
1.6
24.3
25.7
28.9
24.0
64.2
8.0
11.4
29.2
47.3
41.0

41.3
24.4
20.4
51.9
5.9
63.0
70.0
16.0
91.3
86.9
31.6
7.2
8.8

100.0

43.4

34.9

21.6

May not add to totals owning to rounding.
Bird, Richard M., (1986); original source,
(1981)

Zimmerman,

Horst

In Germany,CanadaandIndia,local governmentaffairsare entirelythe responsibilityof the
states/provinces.
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A.7
Given the overlappingsharing of expenditurefunctions,the Germanfederal system
has developed the mechanismof "joint tasks" to coordinateand plan activitiesin several fields
where the Federal Government wishes to influence policy. In these policy areas -- e.g.,
educationalplans, universityeducation and agriculturalstructuralpolicy -- the federal and state
govermmentsinteract in planning and spending.4' It has been agreed that "all administration
would remain the responsibilityof the states with only the overall frameworkplanned as being
a joint responsibility."5' Furthermore, as a rule, decisions in the joint planning committees
require the agreement of a majority of state representativesand of the representative of the
Federal Government. Germanyhas developeda unique type of "cooperativefederalismi"in the
framework of which national policy is formulatedand implementedin consultationwith (and
with the cooperation of) the state governments.
A.8
The fourth distinctive characteristic of the German intergovernmental fiscal
arrangementsis the system of direct interstate transfers for equalization. The idea is to bring
the per capita revenues of all the states at least up to 95 percent of average per capita revenues.
For this purpose, the gap between "tax potential" and "tax need" is worked out. Tax potential
is taken to be the actual per capita state tax revenue (includingshared revenues)plus 50 percent
of standardizedlocal taxes in a state; tax need (a proxy for expenditureneed) is the average per
capita tax revenue of all states. Before working out the gap, an adjustmentis carried out by
multiplyingby a weighing variable consistingof a populationsize element, a density element,
and a city-state element. Positive and negative gaps (deficits and surpluses) emerge as
percentages, which are again weightedand the amountsof interstatetransfers worked cut. The
methodologymay be subject to some criticism because actual tax revenues are used, as are
several judgmental weights, but what is of interest is that Germany attempts to accomplish
through horizontal transfers what other countries achieve through federal transfers.
A.9
It remains to consider how conditions and provisions conducive to sound
macroeconomicmanagementhave been ensured in the German federalfiscal system. Observers
have pointed out that the GermanFederal Governmentexercisestight control over the economy.
It controls monetary policy and has effective control over all important taxes. To strengthen
further the powers of the government to take effective action to maintain macroeconomic
equilibrium, the EconomicStabilityand GrowthLaw was enactedas far as back as 1967. This
law openedup the way for the coordinationof budgetarypolicies of the Federal Govermnentand
of the states. Under the Law, the Trade Cycle Council was set up. Althoughit is an advisory
body, because of its composition&'
its recommendationsare rarely rejected. If the Council
determines that the capital market is getting overloaded, it can recommend that the state
governments and municipalities place limits on the amounts they plan to borrow. (Such
measures must be approvedby the Council of States before implementation.) The Trade Cycle

4i

The FederalGovernmentgivesgrantsto supportthe financingofjoint-taskprograms.

5/

Bird, RichardM. (1986),p. 89, FederalFinancein ComDarative
Perspective,CanadianTax
Foundation,Toronto.

6/

Eachlevel of governmentis representedon it.
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Council can also advise on the reactivationof fundsfrozen with the Central Bank. The Federal
Governmentcan require (with the approval of the Council of States) that both the federal and
state governments should increase the funds frozen with the Central Bank. Finally, the Law
authorizes the Federal Government to alter the rates of income and corporate taxes by a
maximum of 10 percent (in either direction) for a period of one year in order to tackle
macroeconomicdisequilibrium.
To conclude, intergovernmentalfiscal arrangementsin Germany give the Federal
A. 10
Governmentoverallcontrol over the economyas well as over policy planning in regard to public
expenditures. Althoughcentralizationof the levy of the important taxes makes for an efficient
tax systemand places an important economicinstrumentin the hands of the center, the large taxsharing arrangement strengthens the financial autonomy of the states without dependenceon
grants. The federalprinciple is respectedand implementedthroughjoint planning of policy and
effective decentralizationof the administrationof states' functions, joint tasks, and even the
collection of shared federal taxes, albeit under federal supervision.
Canada
A.11
Compared with Germany, Canada has much greater decentralizationof the power
to levy taxes, but about the same degree of decentralizationof expendituresin terms of shares
of the Federal Governmentand of the subnationalgovernments. Hence, the relative size of the
vertical fiscal gap is not as large as in other federal countries such as Australia, Germany and
India. However, federal transfers do play an important role in the Canadian fiscal system,
accounting for about 20 percent of provincial revenues and 16 percent of provincial and local
revenues taken together.
A. 12
Although the framers of the Canadian Constitution wanted a strong central
governmentand hence endowedit not only with unlimitedpowers of taxationbut also with the
power to reserve or disallow provincial legislation, in practice the federal principle has been
respected, and the provinces enjoy a good deal of autonomyand jealously guard their rights.
The presence of French-speakingQuebechas, of course, meantthat considerableaccommodation
has had to be shown by the Federal Government,but the other provinces have also striven to
maintain financial autonomyand are rather vociferousin their complaints about the impact of
federal policies on their budgets. At the same time, since there are large and small provinces
and also financially strong and weak provinces, equalizing and compensatory action by the
Federal Governmenthas been called for and forms an importantpart of intergovernmentalfiscal
arrangementsin Canada.
The CanadianConstitutionhas giventhe provinces significantresponsibilities. They
A. 13
have exclusive right to 15 subjects enumerated in the Constitution, which, as in most other
federal constitutions, cover social sectors like health and education as well as infrastructural
sectors like transport and communications. (Lhe provincesdelegate some of their powers to the
local governments.) The expenditure responsibilities of the Federal Government are also
enumerated, and in addition, it also enjoys the residuary powers. There is no significant
overlappingof expenditure responsibilities,but the Federal Governmenthas chosen to support
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and promote provincial expenditures in key social sectors through the giving of grants for
specific purposes.
A. 14
As notedin the main text, the Canadianprovinces were given the right to levy direct
taxes. Since the Federal Governmentwas empoweredto levy any tax, income taxationhas been
a subject for concurrent action. When the provinces had their right to levy a "direct" tax on
consumers in the form of a retail sales tax upheld in court, the power to levy a sales tax also
became a concurrent power, and both governmentallevels were levying a sales tax. Now that
the Federal Governmenthas decided to levy the Goods and Services Tax, there will be clear
overlappingin the indirect tax field.
A. 15
Until the time of World War II, the Federal Governmentdid not make much use of
income taxes. When it started exploiting them in a big way, it entered into tax rental
agreements with the provinces, by which the provinces received compensationpayments in
return for their voluntary surrender of tax powers. In 1957 there was a switch from the tax
rental system to the systemof tax sharing. Accordingto this arrangement,the paymentsto the
agreeing provinces were based on the yields in the provinces from "standard"rates of income
tax (and also successionduties). Provincesthat out of the systemwere offered abatements;i.e.,
their residents received abatementsin their tax payments so that the province could tax them
independently. From 1962 onward, all the provinces began to levy their own income taxes, and
the Federal Governmentcorrespondinglywithdrewfrom the field via increasedabatements. The
provinces had to accept the tax bases as definedin federallaw, and the procedure was to express
the provincial income tax as a percentage of the basic federal tax. The Federal Government
offered to act as the provinces' collecting agent. All provinces except Quebec entered into
collection agreementswith respect to the personal income tax, and all provinces except Quebec
and Ontario entered into collection agreementswith respect to the corporation income tax. In
time, the connection between the provincial tax rates and federal abatementswas removed in
respect of the personal income tax. As regards the corporate income tax, the Federal
Government provides a tax credit of 10 percent of corporate taxable income earned in the
provinces to make room for the provinces to levy their own taxes.
A. 16
As of now, all the provinces have their own independentincome taxes. The Federal
Governmentcollects the tax on behalf of the provinces if the tax bases of the provincialtaxes
are defined in the same way as the federal income tax base. Quebec, Alberta, and Ontario
administer their own corporate income taxes, and Quebecalone administers its own personal
income tax. With for these exceptions,the provincialincome taxes are collectedby the Federal
Government.
A. 17
It is clear that, under these arrangements, it is not possible to have a uniform or
even rational income tax system. Each province has its own systemof tax credits and incentive
provisions. There is acute tax competition,with the intentionof luring investorsinto one's own
province. Where taxes are administeredindependentlyby the provinces, the assessees have to
submit returns to two authoritiesand have their taxes on more or less the same bases assessed
twice. The provinces do have some additionalmaneuverabilitybecause they can levy their own
taxes, but given the decisionof the Federal Governmentnot to offer any further reductionin the
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rates of its own taxes, the provincial tax rates have to be kept low. The major part of the
income tax revenue in any case is raised through the federal tax.
A.18
The Canadian system of sharing the income tax base (in respect of the majorityof
the provinces)comes somewherebetween the operation of concurrent tax powers and tax yield
sharing on the basis of collection. The element of autonomyvaries among the systems, but in
all three cases a province gets its revenue from the collectionswithinits jurisdiction. Therefore,
the richer provinces gain proportionatelymore.
A. 19
The handicap that the poorer provinces have in raising revenues (because of the
lower value of tax bases) is redressedto some extent by the systemof equalizationgrants, which
are unconditionalY These are intended to make up for any deficiency in taxable capacity -to ensure "that all provinces are able to provide their citizensa reasonably comparablelevel of
basic services withoutresorting to unduly burdensome taxation. @' These are enablinggrants;
the provinces may not use them to increase the provision of the intendedbasic services. The
system of equalizationpaymentsinvolvesbringing the revenues of a province from 33 different
sources up to the level of the representative average standard. This representative average
standard is based on the average per capita revenue from each source in five "representative
provinces" -- Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan,and British Columbia. A national
averagetax rate for each revenue sourceis calculatedby dividingthe revenue collectedfrom that
source in all provinces by the value of the relevant tax base for all provinces. For each
province, the per capita yield for a revenue source is equal to the product of the nationalaverage
tax rate applied to that province's tax base divided by its population.2 ' The per capita
deficiency in taxable capacity is the sum of the differences between the average per capita
revenue of the different sources in the "standard"provinces (i.e., the representative average
standards)and the per capita yield of the revenue sourcesin that province. Positive per capita
deficiency (if any) multipliedby the populationof a province gives that province's entitlement
to equalizationpayment. However, equalizationpaymentsare subjectto an overriding limit on
total federal equalizationpayments.
A.20
The federal-provincial fiscal arrangements also provide for what are called
stabilizationpayments. If the total estimated revenue of a province in any one year at the
previous year's tax rates falls below the revenue of the previous year, the Federal Government
makes a stabilizationpaymentto make up for the shortfall. However, there is a maximumlimit
on per capita stabilizationpayments; any excess of entitlementover the maximumis given in
the form of a loan.

7/

These grants have been establishedconstitutionally.
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Federal Provincial Tax StructureCommittee(1966); quotedin R. A. Musgrave, Peggy
Musgrave, and Richard M. Bird, Public Finance in Theory and Practice, First Canadianedition
(New York: McGraw-HillRyersonLtd., 1991),p. 510.
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CanadianTax Foundation,Provincialand MunicipalFinances. 1989 (Toronto, 1990),p. 13:6.
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Far more important, in quantitativeterms, than equalizationgrants are the specificpurpose grants. These now largely consist of the Established Program Financing (EPF)
arrangementsand the Canada AssistancePlan. The EPF has evolved from the early post-war
period, when the Federal Governmentbegan to use its increased revenues to establish several
grant programs in education and health. In 1977 the long-standingspecific-purposetransfers,
which were in the nature of matching grants with an equalizationelement and were given to
finance three "established programs" (hospital insurance, medicare, and post-secondary
education)were combinedand transformedinto EPF arrangements,whichabolishedthe detailed
federal supervisionof these provincialspendingprograms. The connectionwith the cost of the
programs through the matching provision was also severed. These changes were introduced
because, on the one hand, the provinces complainedabout having to submit their health and
education expenditure to federal scrutiny, since health and education were clearly areas of
provincial responsibility;on the other hand, the Federal Governmentdid not find it convenient
to have a good part of its expenditurebeing determinedby the volume of provincialexpenditure
in the concerned fields. The agreement was that per capita EPF transfers to a province would
increase each year in accordancewith per capita GNP growth over the 1975-76base. Although
the link with the amounts spent by the provinces has been removed and federal control and
accountability have been minimized, there are still contentious issues regarding minimum
standards and accountability. The transfers have not become completelyunconditional.
A.22
The other major component of specific transfers is the Canada Assistance Plan,
under which the Federal Governmentpays 50 percent of the costs of provincialexpenditureon
a wide array of social welfareprograms. In addition, there are some minor grant programs in
areas such as resource conservation, transportation and communication, and industrial
development. Together, the total of specific cash grants far exceed the general-purposegrants.
A.23
From the above descriptionit shouldbe clear that federal-provincialfiscal relations
in Canada are not conducted largely on the basis of fixed provisions in the constitution. The
fiscal arrangementshave evolvedover time and are the subjectof recurrent negotiations. While
this procedure imparts a degree of flexibility, the absence of finality in almost every aspect
generates pressures for changes. The budget of the Federal Government and those of the
provinces are linked through the sharing of the income tax base and through the EPF and other
specificgrants. Changesin the terms of these arrangementsor unilateral action could seriously
affect the budgetary position of one party or the other. Recently, the Western Finance
Ministers' Reporti-°'(prepared at the behest of the Western Premiers) has voiced serious
complaints:
Adequacy and affordability have been considered only in relation to the
federal need to reduceexpendituregrowth- thedollar commitmentsprovinceshave
to make to maintain costly social programs have been ignored. Flexibility,
efficiency,stability andpredictability,if consideredat all, have been consideredin
federal terms. For the provinces,fiscal relationsthrough the decade have been
marredby inflexibility,inefficiency,instabilityand unpredictability.Accountability

10/ Reportof the WesternFinanceMinisters,EconomicandFiscalDevelopmentandFederal:
ProvincialFiscalRelationsin Canada(Lloydminster,
Saskatchewan,1990),p. 20.
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to the public has been destroyedin a "numberswar" betweenthe federal and
provinci governments.Lowerfiscal capacityand the equaliwton ceiing make
equalization-recipient
provincesespecialy vulnerableto cuts in other federal
programsandtransferswhichshiftresponsibilities
to theprovinces.In theend, the
fundamentalpartnershipamongthe governmentsin Canadahas been severely
damaged.

A.24
These feelingshave been aroused through the experienceof budgetary difficulties.
If there is a large or rising federal budgetarydeficit, part of the burden is felt by the provinces.
They have complainedthat the federal control over the income tax system has been exercised
with less than appropriate flexibility for the provinces. The introduction of the Goods and
Services Tax has been held to be an invasion of a tax field traditionally occupied by the
provinces. Other major complaints are: (a) the Federal Government has been gradually
lowering the limit on the rate of growth of EPF transfers; (b) similarly, the ceiling on the
equalizationpayments as a percentage of GNP was lowered; and (c) the Federal Government
has demanded that the provinces increase their share of financing cost-sharingprograms such
as crop insurance and agriculturalassistance.
A.25
It would appear that federal actionto contain its budgetarydeficit has its fallouton
the provincialbudgets. The intergovernmentalfiscal arrangementsas they have evolveddo not
have the mechanism to mediate a situation of macroeconomicdisequilibrium with adequate
sharing of costs.
A.26
To conclude, although the Canadian Constitution is heavily biased toward the
Federal Government, in practice intergovernmentalrelations, as they evolved, have been built
on the federal principle. The Federal Government, in response to the wishes of the general
population, has respected that principle and has permitted provincial autonomy to grow.
However, it would seem that informalarrangementsand a high degree of flexibilityhave led to
constantlyshifting relations and conflict. The concurrentincome tax powers have not only led
to dissatisfaction,but also to complexitiesand difficultiesin building a rational tax system. A
satisfactorysolutionhas yet to be found. The introductionof the Goods and ServicesTax at the
federallevel will call for tax harmonizationin the indirecttax field. Finally, despite concurrent
tax powers in the income tax and sales tax fields, federal transfersform a substantialproportion
of provincial revenues because of specific-purposegrants to promote and support expenditures
essentially in the fields assigned to the provinces. Thus in Canada, as in several other
federations, although for good reasons certain expenditure responsibilitieshave been assigned
to the subnationalgovernments,the Federal Governmenthas consideredit necessaryor desirable
to enter those areas.
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hiaD
A.27
The Constitution of the Republic of India can be described as quasi-federalin
character because it provides for a federal structure with strong unitary features.@ The states
do enjoy a substantialdegree of autonomywithin the area of responsibilitygranted to them by
the constitution. However, this freedom of action is circumscribed by several provisions
intendedto ensure either that the nationalinterest and fundamentalrights will not be jeopardized
or that the national viewpointwill prevail in important matters.
A.28
As in the cases of Canadaand Germany,local governmentaffairs are entirelywithin
the states' sphere. In fact, the local governmentsdo not have a constitutionalstatus.
A.29
The constitution assigns to the states several major responsibilities relatirig not
merely to the basic functions of government, such as the maintenanceof law and order and
courts, but also to widely ranging crucial functions in the social sectors, agriculture,
infrastructure (includingwater management),trade within the state, and overall developmentof
the state economy. The constitutionprovides three lists of subjects: the Union list, the states
list, and the concurrent list. Briefly, all matters relating to defense, currency, banking, Jforeign
affairs (includingeconomic relations with foreign entities), matters affecting the country as a
whole, and those relating to interstate relationsare placed in the exclusivedomain of the Union
Government(the center). Parliament can decide by law which industries shouldfall within the
sphere of the center. As pointed out above, matters closelyconnectedwith the life and welfare
of the people and several economic subjects -- particularly those relating to land, water, and
agriculture -- are placed on the states' list.

A.30
A large number of subjects, however, are placed in the concurrent list. These
include important civil matters such as law, marriage, succession, administration of justice,
trusts and civil procedure, and several economicsubjectssuch as economicand social planning,
social security, trade unions, and electricity. Education,whichwas a state subjectin the original
constitution,was madea concurrent subjectthrough a constitutionalamendment. Thus, although
there is a good deal of expendituredecentralization,the deviceof the concurrent list ensuresthat
the center will prevail in a wide area, if such a result is found necessary. If there is a central
law in an area, it will prevail over any state law in that area, unless the center makes an
exception.
A.31
Economicplanning in practice, with the socialistbias towardpublic ownership, has
considerablystrengthened the center vis-a-vis the states. To the control acquired for purposes
of planning (such as power to license industries,exchangecontrol, import control, and approval
of foreign collaboration)has been added the power of nationalization. Through nationalization,
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This section is based largely on R.J. Chelliah, "IntergovernmentalFiscal Relationsand
MacroeconomicManagementin India" (paper submittedto Senior Policy Seminar on InterGovernmentalFiscal Relationsand Macro-EconomicManagementin Large Countries(E]DI)in
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important financialinstitutions. Since the Reserve Bank of India, which is justifiablyplaced on
the Union list, has also been nationalized,the center has overwhelmingcontrol over investible
resources in the economy.
A.32
The assignmentof tax powers in the Indian Constitutionseems to have been based
on two fundamentalprinciples. The first is that the assignmentshouldavoid giving concurrent
tax powers to the center and the states: any one tax should be assigned to only one level of
government. The second is that the most important taxes, which have economy-wide
implicationsor which can be collected most efficiently and economicallyonly by the Central
Government,shouldbe assignedto the center. Using the secondcriterion, the center was given
the power to levy income tax on nonagriculturalincome (individualas well as corporate), all
excise taxes on production except those on alcoholicliquor, and custom duties. The center thus
had within its jurisdiction the most productive sources of revenue with wide bases. The states
have been assigned tax revenues related to land and agriculture Oand revenue, agricultural
income tax, and other duties on agriculturalland), sales taxes exceptsales tax on interstatetrade,
excise on alcoholicliquor, taxation of inland transport except railways, property tax, and the
entry tax (the last two have generallybeen delegatedto local authorities). Other taxes, such as
the tax on railway fares and estate and succession duties on nonagricultural property, were
placed on the Union List, but their entire proceeds, if levied, were to be assigned to the states.
A.33
The basic features, strengths, and weaknessesof tax assignment under the Indian
Constitutionmay be summarizedas follows:
(a)

Taxes that have a nationwide base and/or that can be most economically and
efficiently collected by the central authority and those that could lead to
misallocationof resources if left to the states were assigned to the center. Under
these categories come income taxes and the excise taxes on production. For
understandablereasons, foreign trade taxes were also given to the center.

(b)

Althoughthe power to tax productionwas given to the center (except for the tax on
alcoholicliquor), sales taxation, which is essentiaUya consumptiontax, was given
to the states. The productiontax is leviedon the basis of origin, a consumptiontax
is levied on the principle of destination. The constitution makers seem to have
based the assignmenton the intentionthat the states could levy the sales tax largely
as a tax on the consumptionof their respective residents. Certain other taxes on
consumption, under the category of luxury taxes (taxes on entertainment,
amusements, etc.), were also assigned to the states.

(c)

Taxes with local bases were assignedto the states.

(d)

To augmentthe revenues of the states, the proceeds of some taxes that for efficiency
and administrativereasons could only be levied and collected by the center were
assigned to the states.
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Although the intention of the constitutionseems to have been to avoid overlapping
tax powers, the division of tax powers contained did not succeed in avoiding
economicoverlapping. As the Central Governmentexpandedthe coverageof Union
excise duties to make them applicable to almost all manufactured products, the
excises became more and more a manufacturers' sales tax. The Union excises
interacted with the states' sales taxes, with the excise tax paid formingpart of the
sales tax base and the sales tax paid in turn becomingpart of the excise tax base in
subsequentstages of production.12 '

(f)

Because adequate restrictions were not placed on the power of states to levy sales
taxes, differentforms of sales taxation evolvedin the states. The sales tax became
in part a tax on production and enabled different states to export their taxes to
residents of other states.

(g)

There was no provisionin the constitutionalassignmentof tax powers to ensurethat
indirect taxes levied by the center and the states would not lead to cascadingand
distortionsin production (throughunintendedchangesin relative factor prices).

(h)

It has generally been argued by economiststhat taxes that can and are to be levied
on a progressive basis should be assignedto the Central Government.)J This rule
was violated in India insofar as the power to levy taxes on income and capital was
split between the center and the states on the basis of nonagricultural and
agricultural origin. This has led to distortions and avoidance in respect of the
nonagriculturalincome tax and wealthtax leviedby the center, as well as to serious
violation of the principle of horizontalequity. It has also been argued that taxation
of natural resources could best be left with the Central Government. The Indian
Constitutiongave the power to levy taxes on mineral rights to the states, "subject
to any limitationsimposedby Parliamentby law relating to mineral development."
The arrangement flowing from this provision has led to considerable friction
between the center and the states, with the states resenting the center's reluctance
to raise royalties on mineral rights, in the interest of safeguarding the national
economy.

(i)

Because some taxes, such as those on electricity and road transport were assigned
to the stateswithoutproper safeguardsor restrictions,the states began to tax inputs,
includingtransportof commodities. This has resulted in unjustifiedand unintended
increasesin the costs of production. Avoidanceof tax exportionby individualstates
was not an important criterion in the constitutionalscheme.

12/

Chelliah,R.J. (1980);Governmentof India,FinalReportof the IndirectTaxationEnguiry
Committee(NewDelhi, 1978).
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Ra. A. Musgrave,"WhoShouldTax, WhereandWhat?",ed. CharlesE. McLure,Tax
Assignmentin FederalCountries(AustralianUniversityPress, Canberra,1983).
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A.34
With the most important and productivetaxes having been allotted to the center, the
constitutionalarrangement for the decentralizedprovision of important public services by the
states would naturally lead to vertical fiscal imbalance. Anticipatingsuch an imbalance, the
constitution provided for the sharing of two of the important central taxes with the states.
Provision was also made for giving grants-in-aidto states that would be in need of assistance.
Elaboratearrangementswere stipulatedfor effectingintergovernmentaltransfersfrom the center
to the states.
A.35
The constitutionprovides that taxes on the nonagriculturalincome of noncorporate
entities shall be distributed between the center and the states. In this case, the sharing is
mandatory. The constitutionalso provides that the yield of Union excise duties may be shared
with the states if Parliament so provides. Parliament has also been authorized to provide for
grants-in-aid to such states as it may determineto be in need of assistance.
A.36
In view of the above provisions, questionsarise about how the shares of the states
in the proceeds of the designateddivisibletaxes shouldbe determinedand how the divisiblepool
should be distributedamong the states. The amountsof general grants-in-aidof revenues to be
given to the different states have also to be determined. The constitutionalprovision is that the
President, in respect of income tax, and the Parliament, in respect of Union excise duty and
grants-in-aid,shall be the final authoritiesto take decisionson the respectivematters. However,
in order to assure the states that these important decisions concerningtransfers of funds would
be taken on a fair and impartialbasis, the constitutionprovides that the President shouldappoint
a Finance Commission, which would make recommendations to the President on (a) the
distributionbetween the center and the states of proceeds of taxes that are to be, or may be,
divided between them; (b) the principles that shouldgovern the grants-in-aidof revenues to the
states and (c) any other matters that may be referred to the Commissionby the President in the
interests of sound finance.
A.37
The institution of a Finance Commissionwith duties as mentionedabove was an
innovationin the ordering of intergovernmentalrelationsin modernfederations. By introducing
this, the constitution imparted considerable flexibility in the arrangements regarding the
distribution of resources between the center and the states. Also, the interposition of an
independent body like the Finance Commissionhas ensured that the executive branch of the
Central Government will not take decisions on matters affecting the distribution of revenues
purely at its discretionbut is required to act on the recommendationsof the Finance Commission
and report on such decisions to Parliament. At the same time, since the Finance Commission
is not authorizedto take final decisions but only to make recommendations,the President (that
is, the Central Government)can amendor reject any part of the recommendationsif the national
interest so requires. In the course of time, it has become the convention for the Central
Governmentto accept all or most of the Finance Commission's major recommendations.
A.38
In the view of some observers, the establishmentof the Finance Commissionunder
the constitutionis not an unmixedblessing. The constitutionhas not provided guidelines to the
Commissionabout how it shouldproceed in respect of its duties either in relation to distribution
of taxes or in relation to grants-in-aid. Although the Finance Commissionhas striven to act
impartially and to keep the national interest in mind in making its recommendations, the
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approachesof the Commissionhave varied over time and have not led to the evolutionof a set
of principles firmly grounded on economic analysis or empiricalresearch.
A.39
The general approach of the Finance Commission, from the Second through the
Eighth Commissions, has been to project, for the next five years, revenues and nonplan
expenditureson the revenue account of the states, starting with the base year figures, in order
to work out the surplus or deficit of the revenue account for those years. The projectionswere
carried out on "reasonable assumptions," with past trends and expected growth rates of the
economy kept in view. The total volume of transfer of resources through tax sharing
(devolution)was presumablydetermined on the basis of leaving only a few states withLdeficits
after devolution. Deficit-fillinggrants were given to those few states. Devolutionbecamethe
mainvehicle of central transfers. This inevitablymeant that some states were left with projected
large surpluses on the nonplanrevenue account areas, while others were left with zero deficits.
A.40
The formula for distributionof tax shares adoptedby the Eighth Commissiongave
very little weight to collection. A weight of 10 percent, only in respect of the income tax share,
was given to collection. Otherwise,equal weights were given to populationand to the (inverse)
of per capita income. The Ninth Commission(the most recent one) gave some weight to the
numberof disadvantagedand poor groups and correspondinglyreduced the weight given to per
capita income. In additionto the per capitaincome weight, populationis used as a scale factor,
and hence the total (direct and indirect) weight given to population is very high (around 80
percent).
A.41
As stated earlier, the quinquennialreview by a Finance Commissionprovided for
in the constitution has served to introduce flexibility in the arrangement for the division of
financialresources between the center and the states. However, the reopeningof the pattem of
distributionevery five years has led to expectationsof larger transfersand increasing pressures
on the Finance Commissionto recommenddevolutionof tax revenues from all states, rich and
poor alike. It could be argued that the expenditureneeds of the state govemments,as assessed
in the light of their constitutionalresponsibilities,have proved to be much greater than what
could have been supported on the basis of the percentage of shareable taxes going to the states
at the time of the appointmentof the First Finance Commissionand that, therefore, the later
Commissionshad to make the neededupwardadjustments. However, althoughthe states' share
of central taxes had been raised from 50 percent of income tax only in 1950-51to 85 percent
of income tax and 45 percent of Union excise duties in the period 1985-86 to 1989-90, the
financial position of most of the states was unsound, and there were continuingdemands for
further increasesin the percentageshares of the states. Central financesbegan to be destabilized
(to be sure, there were other causes, too) with the states' finances being unsound. With
successiveFinance Commissionsraising the volume of transfers substantiallyto fill the deficit
gaps in the normal revenue budgets of the states, the center had to raise its own tax revenues
or borrow more to finance increasedexpendituresby the states, whoserespectiveresidents might
not have (probablywould not have)voted for suchincreasedexpenditureshad they been told that
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decisions and the related raising of tax revenues was seriouslyweakened. It would be generally
agreed that, in the interests of efficiencyand economy (fiscal discipline), such a link must be
preserved, at least at the margin, in a federal financial system.
A.42
The Indian Constitutionhad envisagedthat grants-in-aidof revenues to the states
would mainly flow on the basis of the recommendationsof the Finance Commission(Article
275), althoughanother article (Article 282) had stipulatedthat 'The Union or a State may make
grants for any purpose." With the establishmentof the Planning Commission,grants and loans
began to be given by the center to the states for helping them to finance their (public sector)
plans. The Planning Commission,which functioneddirectly under the Prime Minister (as its
Chairman) and was kept somewhatoutside the regular governmentalstructure, coordinatedthe
plans of the center and of the states and produced a national developmentplan. The plans of
the stateswere "approved"by the PlanningCommission,and the plan transfersto the stateswere
made through (or on the recommendationsof) the Planning Commission. In the course of time,
the transfersto the major statesbecameformula-based,but the PlanningCommissionstill retains
some discretion in the matter particularly in respect of the allocation of plan funds to the hill
states (called the Special Category States). The plan transfers consist of grants and loans, and
the grants are in the nature of block grants. In addition, conditional grants are given for the
implementationof nationallyimportant developmentor welfare programs under the rubric of
central sector and centrally-sponsoredschemes.
A.43
The total volume of plan assistance to be given to the states for the five-year and
the annualplan is decidedjointly by the Ministry of Finance and the Planning Commission. Of
the total amount, a certain portion is pre-empted -- currently about 30 percent -- and made
available to the Special Category States. The rest of the assistance is apportioned among the
other states on the basis of a formula agreed upon with them. The formula has been changed
from time to time. For the Eighth Plan, now being implemented,it has been proposed that the
allocation will be based on the followingweights: population, 55 percent; lower level of per
capita income, 25 percent; better fiscal management, 5 percent; and special problems, 15
percent. Assistance is provided in the proportion of 70 percent loan and 30 percent grant for
the major states; for the Special Category States the proportion is 90 percent grant and 10
percent loan.
A.44
A certain portion of the central plan transfers is earmarked for particular sectors.
However, since the allocation is basically left to the states and earmarking is done after the
allocationis decided upon, the grants and loans involvedare not conditionalin the senseof being

14/ Thisis analogousto the so-called"flypapereffect,"wherebygeneral-purposegrantsseemto
have stimulatedincreasedexpenditures
on the part of statesgovernmentsin the UnitedStates
whichhavebeen explainedas beingdueto misperception
by the residentsof the respective
states. For a discussionof the flypapereffect,see MieszkowskiandOakland,Fiscal
Federalismand Grants-in-Aid
(TheUrbanInstitute,Washington,D.C., 1979).
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diversion of expenditureto unplannedactivities.15'
A.45
During the 1980s the Central Governmentbecame attuned to the problemiscreated
by the 'gap-filling' approachof the Finance Commissionand the additionaldebt burdenscaused
by the inability of the state governmentsto repay the loans they had taken from the center. It
was also felt that the various Finance Commissionshad not made sufficient allowances for
differencesin revenue capacity and in the pursuit of economy in expenditure. In accordance
with this perception, the terms of reference given to the Ninth Finance Commission(1987-89)
were formulatedon lines quite differentfrom the traditional approach. The terms of reference
required the Ninth Commissionto adopt a normativeapproachto the assessmentof revenues and
expenditures of the states and the center. On capital account side, the Ninth Commissionwas
not asked, as many of the previous Commissionshad been to suggest measures to cover the
"gaps" created by the debt liabilities of the states; instead, the Ninth Commissionwas asked to
review the debt position of the states and to suggest corrective measures.!"' The Ninth
Commissionitself was gravely troubled by the alarming deficits and the growing indebtedness
of the center and the states; the approachit appliedestimateda state's relative revenue capacity
and expenditure needs (in terms of public services) on the basis of norms. The normative
approach did not reward relative expenditureextravagance,but neither did it stand in the way
of a state's raising more resources if it wanted to do so. On the capital side, the Ninth
Commissionchose to make the terms of central loans to the states more reasonable rather than
to make recommendationsfor any substantialreschedulingor write-offs of existing debt.17 '
A.46
Much remains to be done in developinga system of central revenue transfers that
wouldbe conduciveto the efficient and economicaluse of resources, that would satisfygenerally
accepted norms of interstate equity, and that would not militate against the maintenance of
macroeconomicequilibrium. The flow of grants outside the recommendationsof the Finance
Commissiongives rise to the problem of coordinationof different flows. The overlapping of
the functionsof the Finance and Planning Commissionsgives rise to problems that have yet to
be fully sorted out. Again, that the Planning Commissioncontinues to approve increases in
expenditurewithin a five-year horizon, even if the "planned"increasesin revenue expenditure
lead to revenue deficits (or increasesin deficits), will continueas a source of disequilibriumin
the budgets.
A.47
Table A.3 presents the trends in verticalfiscal imbalancein India. The share of the
states in revenue expenditureis around 56 percent. Their share in combinedtotal expenditure
(on the revenue and capitalaccounts)has been somewhatlower than that in revenue expenditure;
i/
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- 54 in recent years it has hovered around51-53 percent of the total. The secondcolumn in the table
shows the ratio of states' own revenues to the states' expenditure(revenue account): this share
has fallen from around 63 percent in the early 1960s to around 55 percent in the late 1980s.
Similarly, the ratio of states' own total receipts (revenue and capital accounts) to states' own
total expenditurehas fallen gradually (thoughnot steadily)from 58-60 percent in the 1960sand
1970sto 50-55 percent in the 1980s. Currently, states' own receipts finance around 50 percent
of their expenditures.
Table A.3:

INDIA: Trends

in Vertical

(in Percent

Year

1960-61
1965-66
1970-71
1975-76
1980-81
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
Source:

Fiscal

Imbalance

of total)

Ratio of states'
expenditure
to total combined
expenditure
(revenue and
capital accounts)

Ratio of states'
own revenue to
states' expenditure (revenue
account)

(1)

(2)

(3)

63.86
63.46
60.57
70.39
60.07
64.26
62.13
56.47
57.69
56.40
55.08
54.05
53.91

57.57
54.97
58.24
60.29
51.39
52.86
53.66
53.74
54.10
53.04
55.09
47.55
50.25

56.76
53.33
53.87
47.55
55.97
54.57
52.78
51.82
52.63
50.23
53.02
51.98
53.06

Government of India, Ministry of Finance
Indian Economic Statistics, New Delhi

Ratio of states'
own receipts
(revenue and capital
accounts) to state's
total expenditure

(Annual)

A.48
As may be expectedgiven the constitutionaldivisionof tax powers, there is a high
degree of centralizationof tax collection: the Central Governmentraises around 67 percent of
total tax revenues. Through tax sharing (devolution),the share of the states in the accrual of
tax revenues is raised to around 50 percent.
A.49
Intergovernmentalfiscal arrangementsin India cannot be said to obstruct sound
macroeconomicmanagement. It is true, as pointed out earlier, that the readiness of the early
Finance Commissionsto fill in the (modified)deficits in the state budgets promotedexpenditure
extravagance on the part of the states and also led to a severe deterioration in the budgetary
balance of the Central Government. The basic constitutionalprovisions, however, do not
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has exclusivecontrol over all matters that pertain to monetarystabilityand balanceof payments
equilibrium. Currency, coinage, and banking are central matters, and only the center can
contract foreign loans. The states can borrow domestically, but they need the center's
permissionif they are indebtedto it. Becauseall of the statesare (mainlythrough obtainingplan
loans), their market borrowings are allocated as part of the pattern of plan financingby the
Planning Commission. Since 1985, the states have not been allowed to run up overdraftswith
the Reserve Bank of India beyond the prescribed ways -- and -- means limits. Thus the states
cannot have fiscal deficits in excess of what has been permitted, except for their enterprises
owing money to suppliers. It cannotbe denied, however, that the states significantlycontribute
to overall fiscal imbalance by letting their major enterprisesincur huge and continuinglosses.
A.50
To conclude, there is considerableexpendituredecentralizationin the Indian quasifederation,coupledwith centralizationof collectionof tax revenues(the share of the centerbeing
67 percent of the total). The resulting, relatively large, vertical fiscal imbalance is closed by
tax sharing and grants. Until recently, the design of transfers has not been conducive to the
maintenanceof fiscal discipline at the state level. The central transfers are equalizingto the
extent that populationis given the highest weight in the formula for the distributionof transfers
among the states. However, the greater relative importance of tax sharing in total current
transfers to the states leaves less room for equalizing grants targeted toward the financially
weaker states. The very low weight given to collectionin the distributionof the divisiblepool
of income tax revenues indicates the relative negligence of rewarding better economic
performance as well as basing "entitlement"on contribution. The concentrationof economic
power in the hands of the center taken together with central control over the magnitudeof the
fiscal deficit of the public sector, gives the Central Governmentthe necessarytools to iimplement
policies for macroeconomicmanagement. However, the center's unlimited access to Reserve
Bank of India credit and a rather unsound design of transfers (includingtax sharing) linked to
deficit filling have been factors leading to macroeconomicdisequilibrium.
Japan
A.51
Japan is the only unitary country studied hereA.' Japanese local governments
operate on the constitutional principle of local autonomy. They have a wide range of
responsibilitiesand account for about 62 percent of total public expenditurein Japan. In fiscal
terms, however, the Central Governmentlevies important taxes -- such as the income tax, the
corporation tax, the consumptiontax (VAT), etc. -- and collects more than 64 percent of total
tax revenue. More than 45 percent of this amount is then transferred to local governments,
chiefly through an unconditional,formula-basedtransfer called the local allocation tax (about
52 percent of the total transfer amount) and through specific-purposegrants (about 40 percent
of the total transfer). Another feature of the Japaneseintergovernmentalfiscal arrangementsis
the institutionalprotection accorded local governments within the central bureaucracy. The

18/ This sectionis basedlargelyon T. Fujiwara,"Intergovernmental
FiscalRelationsin Japan"
(mimeo;WorldBank, 1991)forthcoming.
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is a built-in counterbalanceto central power.
Assignment of Tax Powers
A.52
Japan has a two-tier system of local government: at the prefectural level and the
municipal level. Japan is divided into 47 prefectures, which are then divided into municipal
entities. Each level of government -- Central Government, prefectural government, and
municipal-levelgovernment-- has its own tax power. Tax powers are clearly separatedfor each
level of government.
A.53
At the local level, each governmentlevies and collects taxes according to by-laws
passed by its local assembly in accordance with the Local Tax Law. The Local Tax Law
provides the framework for local governmentsto act as local tax authoritiesthrough these bylaws. In other words, it lays down the local tax arrangement in line with intergovernmental
fiscal considerations.
A.54
The Local Tax Law stipulatesthe specifictaxes that each level of local government
can levy. In many cases, standard rates are given at which local governmentsare expectedto
levy the taxes. In some cases, ceiling tax rates are also given. Rates are fixed for taxes such
as prefecturaland municipaltobacco taxes and a light-oil deliverytax, which assume the smooth
circulation of the goods nationwide. Local governmentscan set up their own new taxes with
the Autonomy Minister's permission, which is given unless the proposed tax is designed
irrationallyin respect of the overall tax system and nationaleconomic policy.
A.55
Accordingto the Local Tax Law, prefectural governmentshave the following nine
ordinarytaxes (i.e., taxes on sourcesof general revenue): prefecturalinhabitantstax, enterprise
tax, real property acquisition tax, prefectural tobacco tax, golf course tax, special local
consumptiontax, automobiletax, mine-lottax, and hunter registrationtax. In additionto these
ordinary taxes, prefectures levy an automobileacquisitiontax earmarkedfor roads, a light-oil
delivery tax earmarked for roads, and a hunting tax earmarked for preservation of birds and
beasts and for expenditure on hunting administration. Major prefectural tax revenues are as
shownin Table A.4. The table suggeststhat prefectural tax bases are linked mainly to corporate
and individualincome and economicactivities and not to property.
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Table A.4:

Japan:

Maior Prefectural Tax Revenues (FY19891

Taxes

Enterprise tax
Prefectural inhabitants tax
Automobile tax
Light-oil delivery tax
Real property acquisition tax
Automobile acquisition tax
Prefectural tobacco tax

Amount
(billion yen)

Share
(percent)

6,548
4,337
1,196
766
631
578
318

44.4
29.4
8.1
5.2
4.3
3.9
2.2

A.56
Municipalities have the following five ordinary taxes: municipal inhabitants tax,
fixed assets tax, light motor vehicle tax, municipal tobacco tax, mineral product tax, and special
landholding tax. In addition to these ordinary taxes, cities in highly urbanized areas (such as
the greater Tokyo and greater Osaka areas) and cities with populations over 300,000 levy a
business office tax, which is earmarked for improving the urban environment. Municipalities
where there are mineral springs levy a spa tax that is earmarked for the preservation of the
mineral spring sources, promotion of sanitation facilities, fire protection facilities, and tourism.
If they need them, municipalities can also levy a city planning tax and some other taxes. Major
municipal tax revenues are as follows:
Taxes

Municipal inhabitants tax
Fixed assets tax
City planning tax
Municipal tobacco tax

Amoun
(billion yen)
9,275
5,688
904
565

Share
(percent)
54.4
33.4
5.3
3.3

Thus, municipal tax bases combine elements of individual and corporate income, property, and
consumption taxes.
Vertical Flscal Inbalance
A.57
As regards vertical fiscal imbalance, the allocation of Japanese intergovernmental
tax revenue is heavily shifted toward the center. The Central Government keeps hold of major
taxes such as the income tax, the corporation tax, the consumption tax (VAT), the liquor tax,
etc.
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Here, the vertical imbalance will be measuredin terms of actual transfers from the
center to local governments. In 1989, the Central Governmentspent Y70,851billion, of which
126,202 billion (38 percent) was transferred to local governmentsin one form or another. Thus,
the national government spent only 144,649 billion (38 percent) of total government spending
to cover its own policy needs.
A.59
On the other side, local governmentsspent X72,729billion in 1989, where Y1,072
billion was paid to the Central Governmentas burden sharing. Thus, local governmentsspent
X71,657billion (62 percent of total government spending) to cover local policy needs. This
means that, although local governments spent 62 percent of total government spending, 37
percent of their spendingcame from the central governmenttransfers.
A.60
As regards central and local tax collection in 1989, the Central Government
collectedmorethan 64 percent of the total tax revenue, whereas local governmentscollectedless
than 36 percent. This ratio is almostthe reverse of the one for central and local direct spending.
Assigrment of Functional Responsibilities
A.61
The Local AutonomyLaw gives a general idea about the division of functional
responsibilitiesbetween central and subnationalgovernmentsin Japan. The idea is that local
governmentsperform a wide range of administrativeand communityaffairs necessary for the
local public's interest, unless otherwiseprovided for in nationallaws or in Cabinet orders duly
authorized by laws. That is, local authorities can perform any role necessary to solve local
public problem unless explicitlydenied by law. Althoughdiplomaticnegotiationswith foreign
countries, monetarysystemcontrol, nationaldefense, the postal service,judicial administration,
etc. are reserved for the Central Government, other fields are in principle open to local
governments. Thus, generally spealdng, Japanese local governmentscan potentiallyhandle a
very wide variety of local policy matters, and this explains the high local expenditure share
mentionedin the preceding paragraphs. Local authorities' main restrictions in relation to the
center come from laws regulatinglocal governments'activities, central subsidiesearmarkedfor
specific services with centrally set conditions, the amount of local finances at their discretion,
and both local and national political support for what local governmentswant to do.
A.62
As regards the relations between municipal-leveland prefectural government, the
Local AutonomyLaw stipulatesmunicipalitiesas the basic local public bodies. Municipalities
are assumedto have responsibilitiesfor local policy and administrativeaffairs unless these are
designated as more suitable for prefectural governments. In contrast, prefectural governments
are assumed to be comprehensivelocal public bodies comprising municipalities. Prefectural
governmentsare expectedto cover those affairs whichcover a wider area, or require uniformity
in performance, or relate to the liaison and coordinationof municipalities,or exceed the scale
of work that ordinary municipalitiescan be expected to handle efficiently.
A.63
These are just general guidelines. The Local Autonomy Law also states that
prefecturalgovernmentsand municipalitiesmustpay attentionthat their servicesdo not overlap.
This clause is in line with the idea of efficiencyas one of the principles underlyingJapan's local
self-governmentsystem. In practice, there are many individuallaws that stipulate the level of
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local governmentto which particular competenceand responsibilitybelong. These laws solve
most of the possible overlaps of functionalresponsibilities.
A.64
Generally speaking, municipal-levelgovernmentsare responsible for primary and
junior high school education; regular solid waste collection and disposal; water supply and
sewerage; local environment improvement with regard to noise, vibration, and odcor;city
planningprojects of local interest;fire defense, etc. Big cities are responsiblefor healthservices
and ports.
A.65
In general, prefectural governments are responsible for high school education;
industrialwaste disposal;constructionand maintenanceof regional trunk seweragepipes: health
services, anti-pollutionmeasuresand improvementof the environment;large-scaleor basic city
planning projects; police; etc.
Each level of governmentis responsiblefor roads, rivers, and housingaccordingto
A.66
the types and purposes of the particularprogram.
A.67
There are other examplesof coordinationbetweengovernments. If a capital city's
governmenthas built a museum, for example, the prefecture encompassingthe city would not
plan a similar museum, or it would plan one at a location not close to the city museum. This
kind of coordinationworks well in Japan because it is backedby the traditionalvalue placed on
social harmony.
Assignment of ExpenditureResponsibilities
A.68
Strict rules for intergovernmentalexpenditure responsibilities are also a salient
feature of Japanese intergovernmentalfiscal relations. These rules were originally designedto
protect local finance from bureaucratic pressure from the center to engage in unreasonable
burden sharing. The Local Finance Law sets forth these rules; for example:
(a)

Local governmentsbear all the costs of handling their own responsibilities.

(b)

National governmentbears a share of local governmentalresponsibilitiesin which
the national government also has certain interest (such as education, livelihood
protection, public health, prevention of infectious disease, etc.); of local
governments' civil engineering works that have to be undertaken according to
nationalinvestmentplans (such as roads, rivers, ports, public housing construction,
etc.); and of similar activitiesof shared interest.

(c)

National government may not transfer its burden to local governmentsthat do not
have responsibilitiesfor that task.

A.69
These rules are important becausethey give localbudgetaryexpenditurestabilityand
predictability. They also protect local governmentsfrom arbitraryburden-sharingrequirements
that might otherwise be imposed by the central bureaucracy. These rules also help to develop
local governments' trust in the Central Government.
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Correcting Fiscal Imbalance
A.70
How the fiscal imbalance between the central and local governments, mentioned
earlier, resolved? Broadly speaking, it is solved by central transfers. There are two types of
transfers: transfers in the form of general funds, and specific-purposegrants-in-aid. The
transfer of general funds is called the local allocationtax system. This system encourages the
developmentof local autonomyin Japan. Specific-purposegrants also play an important role
in the implementationof national policy by mobilizinglocal governments' high administrative
capacity, by controlling their activities in line with central policies, and by securing local
cooperationfor the center's policy objectives.
A.71
The local allocation tax system makes central transfers to local governments to
supplementtheir tax revenues. The total amountof the local allocationtax is distributedto local
governments to alleviate the fiscal disparity among them. Local governments handle the
amountsthey get as general revenue; they can use the allocatedamount at their discretion,just
as they would other local tax revenues. This system was establishedin 1954, after evolutionary
steps taken since 1936. It has proven to be very successful.
A.72
The local allocation tax is taken as a ratio of certain major national tax revenues.
Originally,these sourceswere three major nationaltaxes -- the income tax, corporationtax, and
liquor tax. The local allocationratio was initially set as low as 20 percent, but it was gradually
raised (almost every year) until it reached 32 percent in 1966. Recent tax reform, which
introduced the consumptiontax, added 24 percent of the central government's consumptiontax
revenue and 25 percent of the national tobacco tax to the sources of the local allocation tax.
A.73
The local allocationtax is intended to provide local governments with stable and
predictable financial circumstancesso that they may rely on their own investment and other
businessplans. In accordance with this purpose, the system has two objectives: to guarantee
a certain basic level of general revenue to all local governments and to achieve an equitable
distributionof general revenue among all local governments.
A.74
It would be ideal if all local governmentscould get sufficientand equitablerevenues
from local taxes only. However, experience has shown that it is very difficult to design a
system that can attain this ideal solely by means of a combinationof local taxes, since tax bases
are unevenly distributed. This difficulty is the root of the need for central transfers to local
entities.
A.75
The local allocationtax is distributedto those local governmentsthat have shortfalls
in general revenue needed to cover a basic level of administrativeneed. That basic level of
need, calculatedin money terms according to a formula for each local government, is known
as the "basic financial need." In other words, the "basic financial need" is the amount of
general revenue necessaryfor each local governmentto cover a standardlevel of administrative
services and facilities. The "basic financialrevenue,' also calculatedaccordingto a formulafor
each local government, is the amount of taxes (i.e., general revenue) to be collected by each
local government. The differencebetween basic financialneed and basic financial revenue for
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it can claim before adjustmentfor the total source amount available. Because the total of the
local allocationtax is given first as the sum of major national taxes multipliedby certain ratios,
the sum of the "deficiencies"is usually larger than the total amount at hand for allocation.
Adjustment is made by subtracting a proportional amount from each local government's
deficiency. Normally this adjustment is not substantial. If, on the contrary, a local
government's basic financial revenue exceeds its basic financial need, then that local authority
is better off, and its residents are already enjoying a higher level of administrativeservices.
A.76

Basic financial need for a local governmentis calculatedas the sum of:
{unit cost x value of indicator x modificationcoefficient}

for all public service items such as road and bridge expenses, primary school expenses,police
expenses, etc. The indicatorsare indexesor factors that appropriatelyrepresentlocal financial
needs. For example, the number of police officers is an indicator of police expenses. The
number of teachers, students, and classes is used as an indicator of educationalexpenses.
A.77
Basic financialrevenueis calculatedbasicallyas the sum of general taxes (i.e., local
taxes withoutearmarking). One feature of this calculationis worth noting. Tax revenues are
calculatedby standardtax rates. This works as an incentivefor fiscal effort on the part of local
governments. If tax revenues were summedup by actual tax rates above the standard rates,
local governmentswould stop levying taxes at higher rates. Levying higher taxes is a painful
decision for governors, local leaders, and membersof local assemblies. No governmentwould
dare to choose unpopularbut necessary higher tax rates only to see the additionaltax revenues
completely subtracted from the national transfer.
A.78
Another important feature here is that basic financial revenue is limited to sum up
only to 75 percent (80 percent for prefectures) of total local tax revenues. This gives some
financial leewayor scope for local governmentsto cover administrativeservicesspecific to local
demand. If it were not for this measure, local finance would be virtually stifled. Further, from
a technicalpoint of view, it is impossibleto accountfor all the financialneeds completely. The
limit to the summing up of basic financial revenue also works as an incentive for local
governments to continue their fiscal efforts. This measure, therefore, has great importamcein
making the local allocation tax system workable and sustainable.
A.79
By the way, the Japanese system does not allow the Central Governmrentto
confiscate part of local revenue from wealthy local authorities for the center or other local
governments to use. The Chinese shared-tax system, on the contrary, virtually enab:lesthe
Central Governmentto confiscatetax revenue from wealthyprovinces.
Grants-in-Aid
A.80
In contrast to the local allocation tax system, specific-purposegrants work as the
most powerful and importantfiscal channel for pursuing nationalpolicy objectivesthroughlocal
governments. It is the most important means for many Central Governmentagencies to secure
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Accordingto the FY1990 local finance program, nationaldisbursement-- or national grants in
the broad sense -- amounts to more than Y10trillion. The recent share of central grants in local
revenueis about 18 percent for prefecturesand 9 percent for municipalities. Althoughthis share
has been gradually decreasing for the past ten years, the amount of total local expendituretied
to earmarkedgrants is huge.
A.81
Grants have various functions for the national government: for example, to attain
a standard level of administrative services nationwide; to enable large-scale investment on
important projects of both national and local interest in accordancewith national plans; to give
financial assistanceto local govemmentsfor disasterrelief or other special financialneeds; and
to disseminatenew projects that national govemment advocates.
A.82
At the same time, problems are often pointed out that concem the inefficiencyof
subsidies and the Central Government's irrational and meticulous intervention in local
administrative activities that are subsidized by the center. Some grants are based on
unrealistically cheap cost estimates and eat up local funds that could be spent on local
government's own projects. The criticism was once made that houses were constructedbefore
sewer pipes had been connectedbecause the grants involved had been made separatelyto each
division in charge. Rigid conditionalityput on subsidiesis also a problem. Several years ago
it was found that some local communitycenters had more than two entrances, with different
nameplates. This happenedbecause local governmentsused more than two grants with similar
purposes to build what they needed; each grant, controlled by separate central agencies,
demanded its own entrance bearing a plaque inscribed with the grant's title. Sometimeslocal
governmentstake grants they do not really need in order to keep good relations with officials
in charge so that they can get grants when they do need them. Further, the abundanceof grants
seems to have brewed a tendencyamong local leaders and other officials to look and ask for
nationalgrants wheneverthey embark on a new task. New local leadersare sometimessurprised
when they realize how often they have to visit Tokyo and how many days a year they have to
spend there visiting ministriesand membersof the Diet asking for the govemment's supportand
subsidiesto solve local problems they face. But soon they get used to this routine, and some
of them feel uneasy if they have not meet or talkedwith governmentpeople in Tokyo for some
time.
A.83
The Ministry of Autonomy is making its own effort, from the viewpoint of
enhancing local autonomy and improving administrative efficiency, to check whether central
subsidiesare reasonably designed, are based on reasonable cost estimates,contain rational and
reasonable conditionalityfor local governments, or can be abolishedbecause the program can
be left to local money and initiative after many years of repetitions. But the Ministry does not
have the final power to revise the subsidies. Moreover, local governmentsare hesitant to point
out problems caused by subsidies for fear that ministries may retaliate in time of real need.
Further, downsizingthe grants faces very strong resistance from ministries, local governments,
and politicians. Ministries are afraid of losing grant-related personnel; local government
departmentsare afraid of losing their easy access to stable work budgets; and Diet membersdo
not want to lose a means of showing their presence to their constituents.
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Despite all these problems and criticisms, it seems difficult to argue that central
grants are totally unnecessaryand to show a way to completelyeliminatethem. To do so would
require proposing another system whereby national government could reasonably get local
government's cooperationin pursuing nationalpolicy objectives. For the Central Government,
grants-in-aid are an easy and powerful tool for controlling local governments. In general,
greater attention can be paid to seeking intergovernmentalfiscal circumstanceswhereby local
governmentshave greater discretionin choosingcentral grants they really need.
Macroeconomic Management
A.85
It is importantto consider how local finance relates to macroeconomicmanagement
in Japan, or how macroeconomicmanagementby the Central Governmentworks through local
budgets.
A.86
Al-though each local government makes and implements its own budget
independently,the Central Governmentcan estimatethe aggregatelocal spendingthat is needed
for macroeconomic control of the whole economy. Before each fiscal year, the C'entral
Government estimates both central and local tax revenues. While the Ministry of Finance
prepares the budget and the fiscal investmentand loan program of the Central Government,the
Ministry of Autonomyprepares the local public finance program and the local loan program.
Although these programs do not pay attention to how much money is spent and borrowed by
each government, they do give an aggregate fiscal framework for local governments. The
growth rate of the local public finance program gives local leaders a good guideline for how
much revenue they can expect and how much money they can spend during the next year unless
they experience unexpected, disastrous problems.
A.87
The local public finance program was originally a tool to estimateaggregate annual
sources of local revenue to cover standardizedestimates of total local spending. The Ministry
of Autonomyhas primary responsibilityto ensure that local governments' revenue sources are
sufficientto balance the program. The local public finance program covers the whole of local
governments' standard activities except local public enterprise special accounts, which are run
on an independentprofit system, and a few other special accounts. On the revenue side of the
program, all the standardsources of local revenue -- such as local taxes, the local allocationtax,
national grants-in-aid,local loan and fees, etc. -- are considered. If the estimatedprogram is
expected not to balancefor the year, the Ministry of Autonomyhas to propose measures (such
as local tax amendments, an increase in the local allocation tax, an increase of local loans,
curtailmentof local administrativecosts, and so forth) to restore financialbalance.
A.88
The local loan program is formulated each fiscal year as part of the Finance
Ministry's fiscal investment and loan program, which is the plan for allocating huge amounts
2 Loan amounts in this programs are scheduledfor
of government funds for policy purposes.A

19/

The sourcesof the fundsare depositswiththe PostalSavingsBank,reservesfor welfare
pensioninsurancefundsandnationalpensioninsurancefunds,etc.
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plan of various funds availablefor local loans.
A.89
A local loan is used as an exceptionalor complementarysource of local revenue in
the light of maintainingsound long-term local finance. To attain equitable allocationof funds
for local governments, the Autonomy Minister's permission is needed for local loans.
Procedures for obtaining permission have been simplified over the years. The Autonomy
Minister gives permission to prefectures and very big cities but delegates permission for other
municipalitiesto governors. Permission is given automaticallyfor loans needed for national
grant projects. Many other permissionsare given as bloc allocations.
A.90
The local public financeprogram and the local loan program were originally devised
to estimate the amountnecessary to be transferredto local governmentas general transfer funds
and for allocatinggovernmentand other funds availablefor various local projects. But they also
serve, togetherwith the level of specific-purposegrants in the central budget,as instrumentsfor
intergovernmentaltransmissionof macroeconomicmanagementby the Central Government.
Protecting Local Autonomy
A.91
Finally, it is importantto mentionat greater length an important institutionalfeature
of Japaneseintergovernmentalrelations. The Ministry of Autonomyis charged with designing
and implementinga systemof domesticgovernanceand intergovernmentalrelations that is based
on the principleof local autonomy,includingtechnicalsupport for local needs as a whole. More
specifically,it is in charge of the local governmentsystem, local public enterprise system, local
tax system, local finance system, local public service system, the election system, local
developmentpolicy, the training of local officials, and so forth.
A.92
The Ministry of Autonomy'sfunction in the central bureaucracy is that it stands in
for local governmentsas their soleadvocatein intergovernmentalrelationsand intergovernmental
fiscal relations. This function is important because local governmentshave very little formal
power over legislativeprocessesin the nationalDiet, where law-maldngpower resides. At the
same time, local governmentsmust be protected from governmentagenciesthat generally seek
more control over local governments. Under these circumstances,the Ministry of Autonomy
works as an institutional protector of local governments as well as an institutional liaison
betweenthe center and subnationalgovernments. But laws and rules do not work by themselves.
For example, the intergovernmentalexpenditurerules will not be implementedproperly by the
Central Government if there is no policeman in charge. The Ministry of Autonomy is the
central bureaucratic interface for local governments. It is an important weight to maintain the
institutionalbalance of power between the national governmentand local governments. It is
also, as mentioned,a policemanfor intergovernmentalfiscal rules. The Ministry works to win
as much tax sources as feasible for local governments. It requires other ministries to obey the
intergovernmentalfiscal rules. The local allocation tax system was devised by the Ministry.
A.93
To conclude, the Japaneseintergovernmentalfiscal systemis workingwell, with the
local allocationtax system and the Ministry of Autonomyfunctioningas mechanismsfor fiscal
equalizationand institutionalbalance, despitepowerful and abundantspecific-purposegrants as
the main lever of central control.
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Table SA.1: The Revenue-Sharing System in 1980

Central Fixed Revenue:
- Profit from centrally owned enterprises1/
- Customsduty and industrial and commercialtax collectedby customs
- Industrial and commercialtax from rail
Local Fixed Revenue:
-

Profit from locally owned enterprises
Salt tax
Agriculturetax
Businessincome tax
Industrialand commercialtax
Shared Revenue at Fixed Ratio:
In 1980, some of the locallyowned enterpriseswere takenback to the central government,and the
revenue from these enterpriseswas sharedby central and local governments-80 percent of it to the
center and the remaining20 percent to the local governments

AdjustedRevenue: 2/
-

Industrialand commercialtax 3/

Source: China, Ministry of Finance.
I/

This is to be comparedwith the traditionalsocialistsystem of 'eatingfrom one big pot.'

2/

Before 1982, there was no enterpriseincometax in China, and the state-ownedenterprisesremitted aU
theirprofits to the Central Government.

3/

Adjusted revenueis shared between centraland local governmentat variousratios dependingon the
overall budget revenuesituation of eachprovince.

-
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Table SA.2: The Revenue-Shaft

Stem

In 19_5

I. 'Fixed Central Goverrnent Revenues":
1. Income and adjustmenttax of all Central Govemnment
enterprises
2. Businesstax from railroads, bank and insurancecompanyheadquarters
3. Profit remittancesby all centrally owned enterprises
4. Price subsidiespaid to producersof grain, cotton, and oil (treated as a negative revenueof the Central
Government)
5. Fuel oil special tax
6. Incometaxes, sales taxes and royaltiesfrom offshoreoil activitiesof foreigncompaniesand joint
ventures
7. Treasurybond income
8. 70% of the three sales taxes collectedfrom enterprises ownedby the Ministryof Industry,the Ministry
of Power, SINOPEC, and the China NonferrousMetals Company
9. All customsduty and all VAT and product taxes collectedat customs
10. Tobaccotax and businesstax on tobacco
11. Product tax on liquor and tobacco
II. The 'Local Fixed Revenues"(1985-87):
1. Incometax and adjustmenttax of locally-ownedenterprises
2. Incometax from collectivelyowned enterprises(ICIT)
3. Agriculturetax
4. Rural market trading tax levied on private sector traders
5. Local governmentgrain trading loss (a negativetax)
6. Fines for delinquenttaxes
7. The urban maintenanceand constructiontax (UMCT) 1/
8. Housing tax 21
9. Vehicleutilizationtax
10. 30% of the sales tax revenuescollectedfrom enterprises ownedby the Ministry of Power, SINOPEC,
and the China NonferrousMetals Company
11. Wage bonus tax from state-ownedenterprises
12. Self-employedentrepreneurstax
13. Slaughtertax
14. Cattle-tradingtax
15. Contracttax
III. Taxes Shared between Central and Local Governments:
1. All sales taxes (VAT, business,and product)revenues from all eanterprises,except those
expressly excludedas describedabove under I.6, I.9, 1.10
2. Natural resource taxes
3. Constructiontax
4. Salt tax
5. Industrialand commercialtax, and income tax, levied on foreign andjoint venure enterprises
6. Energy and transportationfund tax
7. Personal Incometax

Source: "ChinaRevenue Mobilizationand Tax Policy," Box 3.2, (WorldBank, 1990),p. 86 (Figuresupdaed)
The UMCT is set at 7 percent of total sales tax liabilityfor munidcpalitia(5 percentfor towns and I prcnt
everywhereelse.
2/ Private, owner-occupiedhousingand governmentbuildingsare cxempt,and the Housing Bureaupays at a
preferential rate of 12 percent. Paymentsby enterprisesare diuctbkfrom adjutment tax Uabilty. iOn
foreigners, it is called the "realestate tax" and is equal to 18 percent of rental value or 1.2 percent of capital
value. Land is not taxed, only buildings.
I

Table SA.3:

TypeA:
Contracted Income Increase
Contracted
Locat retention
rate of
rate
increase
percent)
(percent)
Beijing
Hebei
Liaoning
Shenyang
Harbin
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Ningbo
Henan
Chongqing
Tianjin
Shanxi

4.0
4.5
3.5
4.0
5.0
5.0
6.5
5.3
5.0
4.0

50.0
70.0
58.3
30.3
45.0
41.0
61.5
27.9
80.0
33.5

The

Revenue-Sharing

System

in

1991

TypeC:
Type 0:
Type E:
Variablerateof
Increased amountcontracted Fixedquota
remittance(%)
to go to State
to quota
Basic MarginaL InitialamountAnnuatrate
(Y 100 m.)
remit- remitto state
of growth(%)
tance tance
(Y 100 m.)

Type B:
Uniform rate
of
retention
(percent)

--

-

--

*-

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-.

--

-

--

-

--

--

--

--

Type F:
Contracted
transfers
to
provinces
(Y 100 m.)

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Anhui

--

--

Dalian

--

--

Qingdao

--

--

46.5
87.6
77.5
---

Wuhan
Guangdong
Hunan
Shanghai
Shandong
Heilongjiang

--

--

--

--

---

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--.

.-

..

--

27.7
16.0
17.0
*-

27.3
34.0
25.0
--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

---.

-

-.

--

---

--

--

--

9.0
7.0
--

--

--

--

--

--

14.1
8.0
---

---

105.0
2.9
3.0

--

O-

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Jitin

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

1.1

Jiangxi
Shaanxi
Gansu
Fujian

-----

-----

-----

-----

----

-----

----

--

--

--

----

--------

-------

------

0.5
1.2
1.3
0.5
21.6
8.6
9.1
5.9
17.6
9.0
7.1

--

--

.4

Inner Mongolia--

--

Guangxi
Tibet
Ningxia
Xinjiang
Guizhou
Yunnan

---

---

----

--

--

--

--

--

---

---

---

---

---

-------

Qinghai

--

Hainan

--

-1-

--

--

--

--

-

-

-4--

Source:"China-Local
RevenueSharingCdttracts,
1988-1990 (IMF),Table111.2. Figuresupdated
Thereare fivemain typesof contracts
hiderwhichtransfers
are effectedfromthe provinces
to the centralgoverranent:
(a) TypeA (adopted
by ten tocalities):
basedon 1987revenue,and tocatities
retaina specified
proportion
rangingfrom28 percentto 80 percent
of any revenuethat is withina certainpercentage
growthrangingfrom3.5 to 6.5 percent)fromthe previousyear. Any revenuein excessof
thisgrowthrate is retainedentiretyby the province;
(b) TypeB (threetocatities):a specificproportion
of att revenueis remittedto the center;
(c) TypeC (threetocatities):a certainproportion
is retainedup to a quota,and thena different(usually
higher)proportionof revenueis
retainedin excessof the quota;
(d) TypeD (two Localities):a specified
amountis contracted
to go to the centerin the initialyear;in subsequent
years the amountwas to
increaseat a contracted
rate(7 percentor 9 percent);this is a variantof TypeA, contracting
a specificamountratherthana proportion;
(e) TypeE (threetocatities):a specificamountis contracted
to be transferred
to the centerwithno annualadjustmentfor high growth.
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Table SA.4:

-

China: GovernmentFinance, 1985-90
(IMF/GFS format)
(percent of GDP)

State
Tax

Overall
Subsidiesin
Government Government
Government Surplus/
Current
Expenditure
Deficit
Expenditure

Current
Account
Surplus

Year

Government
Revenue

1985

26.7

25.6

27.2

-0.5

5.9

7.0

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991 (budget)

25.2
22.7
20.0
20.8
19.8
18.6

23.2
20.5
18.3
18.9
17.7
17.6

27.1
24.9
22.3
22.8
21.9
21.1

-1.9
-2.2
-2.4
-2.4
-2.1
-2.5

6.0
5.9
5.4
6.1
5.4
4.5

5.8
4.5
3.0
2.4
2.5
1.8

Source: IMF, 'People's Republicof China - BackgroundPapers,' January 1991.
Note: Calculatedin IMF's GovernmentFinance Statistics(GFS) format.
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Table

Year

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

9A.5:

Center-Local

-

Shares

in Revenue

Exapenditures

Center's Sharing (%) in State Budget
Adjusted
by
On official
excluding
definition
borrowings

-

19.4
20.7
23.0
29.8
34.9
37.0
39.7
35.3
36.0
37.5

19.4
15.0
16.7
25.0
31.4
33.4
36.7
30.3
29.8
32.3

Source: Christine Wallich, "China: Draft Report on Center-Local
Fiscal Relations" (World Bank, 1990). (Data needed from
the Chinese authoritiesto revise the table).
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Table SA.6: Trends in Investmentand Consumption

GDI/
GDP

(%)

Year

1979
1980

l

Growth
Growth
Rate of
Rate of
Personal
Public
Consumption
Consumption
(annual % in real terms)

Capital Construction in
State-owned Units
% of GDP
Transportation
_
and
Heavy
Communication
Industry

Energy

34.9
322

4.4
12.7 l

21.2
4.8

1981
1982
1983

29.2
29.7
30.4

8.6
5.5
9.7

2.6
9.7
8.6

2.0
2.0
2.2

0.8
1.1 =
1.3 =

3.6
4.1
4.2

1984
1985
1986

32.3
40.5
40.8

10.0
3.0
4.2

22.7
3.0
12.5

2.4J
2.4
2.8

1.6
2.0
1.9

4.3
4.5
4.6

1987
1988
1989

39.3
39.5
38.4

11.6
12.7
6.4

9.7
5.2
13.1

3.0
2.9
2.8

1.7
1.5
1.0

5.2
4.9
4.4

3.1 l
3.2

1.2
1.6

4.7
5.0

5.1 l
7.8

l

l

I

l

Source:

China: Statistical Yearbook 1991, p. 133, Statistical Abstract 1992 (in Chinese), p. 26
and World Bank staff estimates.
GDI - gross domestic investment

9.5
7.8

l

1990
1991

Note:

36.6
35.7

T
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Table SA.7:

Year

Total
(billion
yuan)

-

Extrabudgetary Funds

% of
GDP

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

96.8
118.8
153.0
173.7
202.9

16.7
17.1
17.9
17.9
17.9

1988

227.0

16.2

Source: China: Statistical Yearbook, 1990

ExtrabudgetauyFunds
(billion yuan)
Allocated to
Investment,
Major Repair,
Contribution
and Simple
to Government
Construction
Funds

50.0
58.7
72.6
75.5
94.7

7.0
10.1
12.3
12.6
15.4
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Table SA.8:

-

Revenue and Expenditureby Province Per Capia

Province
LOW
Tibet
Guizhou
Guangxi
Jiangxi
Sichuan
Anhui
Qinghai
Xingjiang
Average for
Group /3

Per Capita
Exvenditure /2

Per Capita
Revenue /1
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

40
49
52
56
57
58
60
54

517
80
77
St
63
66
248
178

55

113

63
68
70
70
72
80
81
81

64
92
237
71
170
108
118
75

73

117

Shandong
Fujian
Shanxi
Heilongjiang
Hubei
Guangdong
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Liaoning
Average for
Group /3

88
92
95
98
102
112
135
145
231

67
113
135
135
88
107
81
93
154

122

108

Tianjin
Beijing
Shanghai

597
609
1492

334
344
346

MEDIUM

Henan
Shaanxi
Ningxia
Hunan
Inner Mongolia
Yunnan
Gansu
Hebei
Average for
Group /3
HIGH

.

Source: China, Ministry of Finance
/1 Yuan, 1985.
/2 Yuan, 1985.
/3 Leaving out the extreme observations for Tibet
and municipalities of Shanghai, Beijing, and
Tianjin.

Table SA.9: TAX REVENUE AND CONTRACTED REVENUE-SHARING BY PROVINCE
Tax Revenue Revenue
Revenue
ContractFormula(%)/2
ContractAmount/3
in the
Remittance 10% Growth Remittance
Total
Remittance Rateof
Marginal
Initial
Rateof
Initial
in the Iniof Tax
of 10%h
Tax on
Province
Revenue/1 Weight
Rate
Increase Remittance Amount Increase
Year
tial Year
Revenue RevenueGrowth
Beijing
6,361
4.34
50.0
4.0
6,361
3,180.50
6997.1
3307.72
Tlanjin
5,587
3.81
53.5 __5,587
2,989.05
6145.7
3287.95
Hebei
5,762
3.93
30.0
4.5
5,762
1,728.60
6338.2
1806.39
Shanxi
3,361
2.29
12.4
3,361
416.76
3697.1
458.44
Inner Mongolia
1,943
1.33
(1,840)
_
iiaoning
6,134
4.18
41.7
4.5
6,134
2,557.88
6747.4
2672.98
Shenyang
2,510
1.71
30.3
4.0
2,510
760.61
2761.3
791.03
Dalian
2,156
1.47
27.7
27.3 1
Jilin
3,752
2.56
(110)
Hellongilang
4,132
2.82
300
4,132
300.00
4545.2
300.00
Harbin
1,244
0.85
45.0
5.0
1,244
559.79
1368.4
587.78
Shanghai
16,513
11.26
10,500
16,513 10,500.00
18164.3
10500.00
Jiangsu
10,717
7.31
59.0
5.0
10,717
6,323.03
11788.7
6639.18
Zhejiang
6,703
4.57
38.5
6.5
6,703 2,580.66
7373.3
2748.40
Ningbo
993
0.68
27.9
5.3
993
277.10
1092.5
291.78
Anhul
3,884
2.65
22.5
3,884
873.90
4272.4
961.29
Fujlan
3,316
2.26
(50)
.
Jiangxi
2,821
1.92
(50) __
Shandong
7,279
4.96
290
7,279
290.00
8006.9
290.00
Henan
6,315
4.31
20.0
5.0
6,315 1,263.00
6946.5
1326.15
Hubel
3,617
2.47
Wuhan
2,918 1.99 *
17.0
25.0
Hunan
5,438
3.71
800
7.0
5,438
800.00
5981.8
856.00
Guangdong
9,588
6.54
1,410
9.0
9,588
1,410.00
10546.8
1536.90
Guangxi
3,054
2.08
(610)
_
_
Sichuan
5,680
3.87
_
Chongqing
1,906
1.30
33.5
4.0
_
_
1.906
638.51
2096.6
664.05
Guizhou
2,114
1.47
(740) _
Yunnan
3,749
2.56
(670)
_
_
_
_
Tibet
(4l
0.00
(900)
Shaanxi
2,8t8
1.92
(120)
Gansu
2,258
1.54
1
(130) _
Oinghai
401
0.27 1
(660)
Ningxia
411
0.28
(530)
_
Xingjlang
1,158
0.79
_
(1,530)
_
Toal
.
4,0
10.0
1-,274
-74~
*. 11 -'
-4,870.14Shareof the Center
35.86%
33.97%
Source: China, Ministry of Finance
/1 Million yuan in 1987.
12 1988-1990.
/3 Million yuan from 1988 to 1990
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